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THE PRIESTLY SOURCE
INTRODUCTION: COMPROMISING POLITICS BEHIND ORGANIZING RELIGION
The convoluted history of the Bible’s composition is largely governed by politics. Broadly
outlined in the Part One Introduction, the phenomenon of political influence will continue to
become more apparent as we progress (now, halfway) through this historical survey of Old
Testament authorship. The first two chapters gave special witness to dual textual traditions
(Northern Elohist & Southern Yahwist), while highlighting the distinct peoples each rival text
represents. Only through careful discrimination of the anciently synopsized text is the reader able
to consider the motives of its respective authors – in this case, an original Israelite of the Nation
of Israel (E) & a member of the Kenite family of scribes in the administration of Judah (J). Finally,
a satisfying sense of the real history responsible for the collective story may be had.
Yet even with vigilant awareness of the individuals behind these separate accounts, the politics
surrounding their national rivalry remains easy to overlook. The devastating effects of the fall of
Samaria at the hands of Assyria in 722 B.C.E, resulting ultimately in the integration of both People
& Text, significantly compromised the recognition of those peoples & texts over the ensuing
millennia of their study. Furthermore, navigating these successive layers of combined JudeoIsraelite scripture, in the general order of its composition (namely, E to J to P), results in an
uncanny sense of gradual departure from real history back into the realm of story. Specifically, as
one studies the unadulterated portions of the ancient Israelite Elohist, followed by the sweeping
Yahwist epic and Yahwist-inspired insertions & additions to the royal Judahite annals (spanning
into the books of “Kings”), followed now by a Priestly alternative (complete with its own late
Priestly-inspired “Chronicles”)… reality gives way to legend, allusion, allegory, and myth.
Formerly separate & rival texts – competing to fill the gaps of their version of ancient history –
are grafted together into an ever-evolving corpus of pseudo-history, reflecting the integration of
an ever-evolving Judeo-Israelite society.
Consider, for example, the already observable “eclipse” of patriarchal tradition in E, as the ancient
account was subsequently emended & prefaced by increasingly retroactive sketches of prehistory:
E (& J-inspired insertions)
distant/distorted memories of
Hero Jacob (& Joseph), the
original Ten Tribes, and
legends of “Father” Abraham

J
distant/distorted memories of
Heroine Rahab (& Rechab),
ante-Diluvian allegory of
Cain & “Abel”, repeated

JE (& P revisions)
myths of Creation & Deluge,
ante-Diluvian generations of
primordial “Man”/Adam,
each with Priestly alternative,

all supplemented by
Judahizing emendations

allusions to Kenite
matriarchal tradition

text compromised adding
Priestly cult/ritual emphases

In short, while the Elohist story was founded on Israelite patriarchal tradition & legend beginning
with Abraham & Jacob (an historical representative of Israel), the Yahwist text introduced rival
legends and additional stories stretching all the way back to a Creation of the world! Not only
were the original Israelite traditions wholly distorted amid synopses with these late and favored
Yahwist legends, but the additional material now prefacing the Elohist introduces new degrees of
allegory & myth, far removed from original semblance of historicity.1 Thus, after being met with
twin nativity accounts of an allegorical & archetypal Cain & “Abel”, followed by Zerah & Pharez
(also representing latter Cainite & Judahite shared history), the reader is confronted by yet another
extended allegory of the twins Esau & Jacob. Despite original Elohist intentions, now the loosely
historical Jacob (i.e. Israel) deceitfully usurps a birthright & blessing intended for Esau (i.e. Edom).
Concerning story – what was originally written? Concerning history – what actually happened?
From a perspective of attempting to ascertain the facts, this pattern of literary distortion and plot
reversal is a downward cycle. The Priestly source – written as a complete textual alternative to
the newly combined JE – does not effectually simplify this convolution. In an organized effort to
set the record straight, the Priestly account largely depended on the pre-existing Judeo-Israelite
textual tradition that had grown more popular in post-Assyrian Captivity Judah. Such mishmash
of JE was largely reflected in Priestly emphases and supplementary contrivances destined to
become yet another synopsized layer of revision in an ever more cryptic pseudo-history.
Essentially, the Jerusalem priests in King Hezekiah’s shadow built compromise on compromise.
Thus, a celebrated Father Jacob would forever be remembered as the “Deceiver” – due to rival
traditions of J; however (as outlined in this chapter), now also the culpability of an unworthy
Brother Esau would be expounded – due to revisionist efforts of P. Despite forging an increasingly
rich story, each consequential layer unfortunately distances the reader further from original
authorial intent and actual historical fact. Thus, the necessary detailing involved with probing the
storyline for its various contributors’ internal motivations captivates to an extent of upstaging the
larger political forces governing their compositions. A firm grasp on the mechanics of history (i.e.
the wider context of the story’s authorship) is therefore critical. As the plot thickens, in other
words, it’s always good interpretive practice to stay grounded in reality!
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A primary example of this phenomenon may be found in comparing the Biblical Jacob (father of the Israelites) with
the Biblical Cain (father of the Kenites). While the Israelite biographical portrait of a Syrian Patriarch “Jacob” ַיﬠֲקֹ ב
{Ya’aqob} who sojourned in Egypt may find its historical kernel in the conspicuously West Semitic King “YaqubHar” (lit. “Protected by Har”; a.k.a. Yak-Baal) of Second Intermediate Period Egypt, the Kenite author’s pre-historical
portrait of Cain appears to be a completely allegorized representation of the Kenites sketched from late memories
and/or legends of the Gibeonite Rechabite scribal families and the matriarch Rahab’s family.

TIMELINE OF POLITICAL INFLUENCE ON SCRIPTURAL AUTHORSHIP
(dates are given in approximate years B.C.E.)
1800-1550 Hyksos occupation & rule (of Egypt), including the Second Intermediate Period
“Asiatic” control of Syria-Canaan, ending with Hyksos expulsion/“Exodus” & fall of Avaris
1550-1150 Egyptian occupation & rule (of Canaan) [i.e. fall of capital Avaris & aftermath]
Egyptian control of Canaan, 400-year “bondage” ending with battles/arrival of Philistines,
followed by 200+ years before emergence of organized states of Aram-Syria & Omri-Israel
E – ancient Israelite prefacing traditions to (now lost) royal annals of Israel
900-800
J – expansive Kenite prefacing epic to (canonical) royal annals of Judah
850-750
2
Assyrian Captivity (of Israel) [i.e. fall of capital Samaria & aftermath]
722 … >
Political collapse of Nation of Israel, thousands of Israelites escape Assyrian control fleeing
into Judah, E & J synopsized into JE, Israel & Judah integrated into Judeo-Israelite society
P – 1st-generation Levite revisionary alternative to JE, priestly ritual/office intro
700-650
D – 2nd-generation Levite legal alternative, greater Deuteronomistic history intro
625-622
Babylonian Captivity (of Judah) [i.e. fall of capital Jerusalem & aftermath]
586-538
Political collapse of Nation of Judah, destruction of the Temple / “House of Yahweh”, further
integration of exiles, including Canaanite-Kenite integration of Levitical & Priestly families
Post-Babylonian reorganization (of Judah) [i.e. return to Jerusalem & aftermath]
520-440
Religio-political reoccupation of capital, Temple rebuilt, “Levitical” Priesthood reestablished,
JE & P now synopsized into JEP (i.e. “Tetrateuch;” Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus & Numbers)
Before attempting to frame the Priestly author’s text within proper context, a wider historical
overview (with some recapitulation) is in order. The origin behind and complex interplay between
E & J, and JE & P can only be understood with a functional knowledge of each historical watershed
listed above. This is particularly true of the Assyrian Captivity of Israel, which directly caused the
social & political situation responsible for the adulteration of E with J into JE. Likewise, this
socio-political shift organized the Judeo-Israelite religion from which P emerged as a textual
alternative to JE. Therefore, the present goal of grounding Priestly stories within the real history
that inspired them requires a closer look at late-8th century B.C.E. Judah.
By such time, E has been written in Israel, and J has been written in Judah – not only original J
(containing stories up to and including the Judahite court of King David), but also appending
material, periodically updated by succeeding generations of royal administrative scribes. These
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As there was never an organized return to Samaria of exiles from the northern Nation of Israel, the full effects of the
Assyrian Captivity continue into modernity. Those Israelites removed from Palestine by the Assyrians to be ultimately
displaced & dispersed across Eurasia and beyond became known as the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel. While a remnant
of the inhabitants of Judah (including some Israelite refugees from the North) returned to Jerusalem out of Babylonian
Captivity after Persia conquered Babylon, the people of Israel originally taken by Assyria effectually remain “lost” to
this day; therefore, no date is given for the close of the Assyrian Captivity of Israel.

political Kenites (the official bookkeepers of Judah) have long been in the service of the King and
appear wedded to the monarchy for generations.
Also by this time, Israel & Syria have suffered defeat in the face of Assyrian military campaigns.
The conquest of Samaria, Israel’s capital, takes place in 722 B.C.E; its rulers and upper-class are
taken into captivity (displaced & dispersed). With the fall of the Nation of Israel, many of its
people have and continue to flee southward into the walled cities of Judah, escaping Assyrian
control. The population of the Nation of Judah surges as thousands of Israelite refugees
(particularly from Bethel) acclimate to their new residence (particularly into Jerusalem).
Suddenly and without precedent, the royal administration of Judah finds itself governing a majority
Israelite populace. King Hezekiah commissions a walled expansion to protect Jerusalem’s suburbs
now swollen with Israelites, while administrative scribes compose parallel stories claiming Judah’s
legendary King Solomon had formerly fortified the ancient walls of Israelite cities Hazor,
Megiddo, and Gezer.3 The text of Isaiah, Hezekiah’s court prophet in Jerusalem, records its
unsympathetic version of the fall of Samaria, claiming “Ephraim separated from Judah” and (due
to its sins) is “no longer a people.”4 Meanwhile, the same administrative scribes have also
embellished their history to include stories of a legendary Ephraimite traitor (Jeroboam), leading
the sinful Ten Tribes of Israel to separate from the King of Judah after the death of King Solomon.
Thus, by retroactively depicting ancient Israel under the rule of King David (as J originally
envisioned), the Judahite propaganda was engineered to convince these new Israelite refugees to
assimilate and serve the southern administration.
Not only did these Israelites face political revisions to their history, but their religious tradition
was also compromised. With the fall of Samaria officially blamed on secession and idolatry, the
superstitious prescription to avoid such calamity in the future was to serve the rightful God &
Country (i.e. Yahweh & the Davidic monarchy). The Elohist tradition of Israel was grafted into
the officially sanctioned & growing Yahwist epic – a Judahizing process which forged the JudeoIsraelite pseudo-tradition of JE. King Hezekiah destroyed sacred icons of Israelite worship
(namely, the bronze serpent of Moses called “Nehushtan”), dismantled places of worship across
Judah, and instructed his subjects to worship Yahweh solely in his capital at the Jerusalem temple
altar.5 (Once again, administrative scribes would write parallel legends about King Solomon
building a great temple – the “House of Yahweh” – in Jerusalem.)
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See corresponding endnote in INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD TESTAMENT.
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See Isaiah 7:1-17.
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See 2 Kings 18:4,22; 2 Chronicles 32:12

In their efforts to politically & religiously unify the growing Judahite kingdom, King Hezekiah
and his administrative scribes created the necessary conditions for a powerful centralized
priesthood to become organized in Jerusalem. These Jerusalem priests began keeping their own
official records, alternative from the politically-endorsed JE pseudo-tradition. Whereas the
combined Yahwist-Elohist text culminated with the Davidic monarchy, this new Priestly document
would serve to showcase another dynasty – the specifically Aaronic priesthood of Levites. Thus
was formed another level of textual rivalry representing opposing seed-lines.
KENITES BEHIND BOTH KINGS & PRIESTS
(THE “NETHINIM” OR TEMPLE SERVANTS)

Aaron is the most important figure in P, and here he is one of various Levites among a tribe called
“Levi.” Earlier study of E & J revealed significant differences between Israelite & Judahite
tradition concerning the people or tribe of Levi. Although one of three additional sons of Jacob
given in J, Levi’s absence from original E tribal nativities (and the ancient Song of Deborah tribal
listing) is especially noteworthy considering the Biblical story unfolds with Aaron and even Moses
both described as “Levite” in what is likely E & P text.6 According to P, only a certain family
dynasty from among the Levites could be priests of Yahweh, namely the sons of Aaron:
6

That Aaron (with Moses) is called “Levite” in what is likely E text may be explained in simple terms: in the original
Elohist text, “Levite” is not in reference to descent of a particular Tribe of Jacob-Israel called Levi, but rather to a
priestly office for which members of any tribe were formerly eligible. While Levi is not counted among the Tribes of
Israel in the ancient Elohist Document or the Book of Judges, another section of proto-Judges reveals an archaic
understanding of “Levite” in no uncertain terms: “There was a young man from Bethlehem in Judah, of the family of
Judah, who was a Levite” (Judges 17:7). That a man from Bethlehem-Judah, of the family of Judah (i.e. a Judahite),
could also be a Levite demonstrates that such a priestly status was originally not limited and defined as a tribe unto
itself. Furthermore, that the so-called tribe of Levi had no allotment (living in various cities, but not possessing any
territory), gives witness to a non-tribal (and therefore, non-territorial) origin. In the poetic Patriarchal Blessing of
Jacob (Genesis 49:5-7), both Simeon & Levi are uniquely listed together as brothers, counted among the “twelve tribes
of Israel,” and adding the retroactively explanatory postdiction:
I will divide them in Jacob,
And scatter them in Israel.
Such early written traditions (spanning also into Deuteronomy 18:1-2), served to explain how the elusive “tribes” of
Simeon & Levi (inserted and associated with the Canaanite Hivites by Judahizing emendation) were found with no
particular territorial claim at the time of authorship. Thus, how a tribe could become so scattered was explained in
Jacob’s curse that they receive no such inheritance, and what were originally Ten Tribes of Israel to the north… plus
the people or singular Tribe of Judah to the south… could thereafter be remembered as the Twelve Tribes of JacobIsrael. Whereas, an originally more inclusive priestly office termed [ לֵוִ יlevi] (denoting “attached” and open to various
tribes) gradually organized and emerged as a distinct dynasty unto itself (i.e. the priestly “Tribe” of Levi), possessing,
therefore, no ancestral territory. (Compare also the redemption traditions of the “firstborn among the sons of Israel”
as they are directly related to the Levites in Exodus 34:19-20 [J] & Numbers 3:12-13,40-51; 8:14-19; 18:14-18 [P].)
Also important to note is Moses’s evolving relationship to Aaron and the Levites as the Biblical story develops (from
E to P), in relation to the Elohist’s rare usage of the term “Levite.” The first canonical instance of “Levite” (Exodus
4:14) reads: “Is there not your [Moses] brother Aaron the Levite?” Here in what appears to be either E or J text,
Aaron – a brother of Moses – is called, “The Levite.” While this does not identify Moses as a Levite, post-Yahwist
understanding of the term forces a general interpretation that Moses & Aaron – presumed siblings along with Miriam
– were each descended from the priestly Tribe of Levi. Subsequently & characteristically, the Priestly author takes

{P} These are the names of the sons of Aaron, the anointed priests, whom he ordained to serve as priests. … Then
Yahweh spoke to Moses, saying, “Bring the tribe of Levi near and set them before Aaron the priest, that they may
serve him. They shall perform the duties for him and for the whole congregation before the tent of meeting … to do
the service of the tabernacle. You shall thus give the Levites to Aaron and to his sons; they are wholly given to
him from among the sons of Israel. So you shall appoint Aaron and his sons that they may keep their priesthood,
but the stranger who comes near shall be put to death.”7

Not only were these Aaronites solely eligible to be priests, but the other Levites were said to be
given into their service to perform priestly-related duties. The Hebrew here translated “wholly
given” is { נְ תוּנִ ם נְ תוּנִ םnethunim nethunim}, a plural distinction meaning literally & emphatically
“[the] ones given, given.”8 The “tabernacle” refers to a tented place of worship & sacrifice (a
mobile temple) that the Israelites utilize in this Priestly vision of pre-Jerusalem Mosaic antiquity.
Furthermore, not only were the non-Aaronic Levites regarded as servants of the priests and
congregation, neither they nor any other “stranger” (i.e. non-Aaronite) had been allowed into the
Priestly office – regardless of their proximity in carrying out priestly-related functions. 9 Thus, for
great length to build a corresponding genealogical outline (Numbers 26:57-59). (Note that in the Exodus 15:20,21
account of the ancient Song of the Sea or Song of Miriam, a possibly Elohist narration introduces Miriam as “Aaron’s
sister,” with no mention of Moses.) As such, Moses & Aaron may both originally have been portrayed by the Northern
Elohist as tribal brothers (e.g. from the same family of Joseph); however, the designation of Aaron as Levite would
inspire the latter Priestly author to relate with the hero Moses as Aaron’s Levite sibling (thereby extending the fame
of Aaron), while maintaining that the only legitimate Priests could be Aaronites (thereby protecting the dynasty of
Aaron).
Finally, the late Deuteronomistic reforms enacted during the reign of King Josiah of Judah provided for any son of
Levi to be a “Levitical Priest” (D), dissolving earlier Aaronite divisions between “priests and Levites” (P) enacted
during the reign of King Hezekiah of Judah (see 2 Chronicles 31:2), ironically reminiscent of an even earlier time
when “Levite” simply referenced a role as priest, regardless of the originating family.
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Taken from Numbers 3:3,5-10
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Later in P, Yahweh is depicted saying, “[The Levites] are wholly given to Me from among the sons of Israel.” Here
in Numbers 8:16 the plural words translated “wholly given” are { נְ תֻ נִ ים נְ תֻ נִ יםnethunim nethunim}, pronounced the
same yet exhibiting a slight variation in spelling compared to Numbers 3:9. In verse 19 Yahweh continues, “I have
given the Levites as given ones to Aaron and to his sons from among the sons of Israel, to perform the service of the
sons of Israel at the tent of meeting and to make atonement on behalf of the sons of Israel.” Here again the same plural
word { נְ תֻ נִ יםnethunim} is rendered literally: “given ones.”
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The P story of Numbers 31 concerning the slaughter of Midian and following division of the spoils of war should be
noted. By Yahweh’s instruction to “take full vengeance on the Midianites,” Moses commands the Israelites to “execute
Yahweh’s vengeance on Midian.” After an Israelite army “killed every {adult} male” of Midian and captured their
women & children, Moses is angry at the army officers and asks, “Have you let all the women live?” Moses then
commands that every boy also be killed – along with every woman who is not a virgin. Only the virgin girls of Midian
are the men of Israel allowed to, “keep alive for yourselves.”
Yahweh then instructs Moses to “levy a tax for Yahweh” from among the spoils of war. Ultimately, 32 Midianite
virgins are divvied out to Eleazar the high priest (and son of Aaron) as “an offering to Yahweh,” and 320 virgins are
likewise given “to the Levites, who kept charge of the tabernacle of Yahweh.” That these Midianite female captives
were absorbed into the Aaronite priesthood and larger Levitical service seems implied, as the story suggests an early
Priestly family restriction against “the stranger who comes near {the priesthood}” was strictly paternal. According to

the first time in this continued study of the five books called, Torah (“Law”), a law with its legally
sanctioned penalty comes to bear. The strictness of no less than a death penalty for polluting the
family priesthood evidences the Aaronites’ particular concern with protecting their dynasty. One
may compare the severity of this law of Yahweh with the Elohist depiction of Elohim commanding
Abraham to sacrifice his strange (i.e. foreign & adopted) son Isaac. Just as the Israelite-Elohist
motive in portraying such a dreadful scene was traced to rivalry with a usurping Kenite-Yahwist,
the Aaronite-Priestly motive in radically preserving its office & lineage points to a similar concern.
Ultimately, both the Elohist & Priestly heritages would succumb to Kenite influence.
In contrast to this Priestly account of the Levitical servants given for the religious congregation,
the previous chapter of this study outlined a Yahwist account (with Priestly-inspired additions)
concerning another cultic service similarly given – the Gibeonite servants:
{Priestly-inspired additions to J} Joshua made {the Gibonites} that day hewers of wood and drawers of water for the
congregation and for the altar of Yahweh, to this day, in the place which He would choose.10

The word here translated “made” is a verb form of the same Hebrew root from which the plural
nethunim is derived: { נָתַ ןnathan}. At the time this text was written, the service of the Jerusalem
Temple priesthood therefore included these “strangers” (i.e. Canaanite Gibeonites, said to have
been “given/appointed/dedicated” by Joshua after they invoked the protective “oath/token/mark”
of “Yahweh”). Also outlined in the previous study, these Gibeonites were related both to the
Kenite-Yahwist scribes and to the infamous family which those same scribes memorialized in their
sweeping Yahwistic epic – the House of Rechab.
In fact, well after J presents the story of the Beerothite brothers Rechab & Baanah’s treacherous
assassination of Saul’s son King Eshbaal (“Ish-bosheth”) of Israel on behalf of King David of
Judah, the reader is belatedly informed how the late King Saul had previously attempted to
exterminate such Gibeonites from the land! Furthermore, a 3-year famine in the days of David’s
reign was blamed on this supposed breach of Yahweh’s oath of protection upon the Gibeonites:
{J} Yahweh said, “{The famine} is for Saul and his bloody house, because he put the Gibeonites to death.” So {David}
called the Gibeonites (now the Gibeonites were not of the sons of Israel,11 and the sons of Israel had sworn to

Leviticus 21:14 (P), only the high priest was restricted to marry “a virgin of his own people.” It is not until after the
Babylonian Exile that all “Levitical priests” are restricted to taking “virgins from the offspring of the house of Israel”
(Ezekiel 44:22).
It is worth comparing how JE described Moses marrying the daughter of a certain “priest of Midian,” while P depicts
a significant influx of Midianite daughters among the early Priests & Levites. (It is also worth considering again how
Moses’ father-in-law is conversely called, “The Kenite” in the Book of Judges.)
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11

Joshua 9:27

Note the full text reads here, “Now the Gibeonites were not of the sons of Israel but of the remnant of the Amorites”
(2 Samuel 21:2). In Joshua 9, as the “inhabitants of Gibeon” entered into a Yahwistic covenant with Joshua and the
men of Israel, they are also called, “Hivites” (verse 7). Also of note, the cities of these Hivites are listed as, “Gibeon
and Chephirah and Beeroth and Kiriath-jearim” (verse 17). In the following chapter, “Adoni-zedek king of
Jerusalem,” fearful because the inhabitants of the great city Gibeon had made peace with Joshua and the sons of Israel,
allied with four kings of four other cities to fight against Gibeon, and these five kings are collectively called, “The five

them, but Saul had sought to smite them in his zeal for the sons of Israel and Judah). Thus David said to the Gibeonites,
“What should I do for you? And how can I make atonement that you may bless the inheritance of Yahweh? … I will
do for you whatever you say.” So they said to the king, “The man who consumed us and who planned against us that
we should be exterminated from remaining within any border of Israel, let seven men from his sons be given to us,
and we will expose {i.e. “hang”} them before Yahweh.” And the king said, “I will give [them].”12

So, King David hands the seven sons of his Benjaminite political rival over to these Gibeonites
who “exposed them in the mountain before Yahweh, so that the seven of them fell together.”13 Note
how careful wording absolves both David and the Gibeonites concerning these deaths, as the text
suggests almost all remaining male heirs of the House of Saul were sacrificed to appease the wrath
of Yahweh and, thus, stay the famine. In league with the Gibeonites, David therefore prevents any
political opposition via deathly vengeance (literally, in the name of “Yahweh”) upon the previous
Israelite dynasty of Saul.
Not only does this Judeo-Kenite political maneuver strikingly call to remembrance the earlier
murder of Saul’s son King Eshbaal, but also the latter demise of the Israelite dynasty of Omri:
KING DAVID’S RISE & GIBEONITES
After the Gibeonites Baanah & Rechab kill
King Eshbaal on behalf of King David, (due
to David’s urging) surviving Gibeonites
hang 7 men remaining of Saul’s household.
David is anointed King, then King
Eshbaal’s house is betrayed, then (with a
Gibeonite appeal to Yahweh) the previous
Dynasty of Saul is eradicated.

KING JEHU’S RISE & GIBEONITE SON
After King Ahab’s sons are killed on behalf of
King Jehu, (due to Jehu’s urging) the Gibeonite
Jehonadab son of Rechab joins him to take part
in slaying all remaining of Ahab’s household.
Jehu is anointed King, then King Ahab’s house
is betrayed, then (with a Gibeonite appeal to
Yahweh) the previous Dynasty of Omri is
eradicated.

A new king’s elimination of male heirs remaining to previous royal dynasties was a common
policy in such times. Thus, the chronologically belated and topically miscellaneous contents of
this 21st chapter of 2 Samuel (near the end of original J)14 suggest both a political & religious
kings of the Amorites” (verse 5). Elsewhere, the inhabitants of Jerusalem are called, “Jebusites,” and the city itself,
“Jebus” (e.g. Judges 1:21; Joshua 15:63; 1 Chronicles 11:4,5).
From such information, an overlapping of names is evident. While the inhabitants of Gibeon are Gibeonites, Gibeon
is but one of many cities of the Hivites, thus the Gibeonites fall under the broader classification of Hivites.
Furthermore, the Gibeonites and the five kings of Jerusalem (i.e. Jebus of the Jebusites), Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish,
and Eglon are all called Amorites (an even wider classification, like “Canaanites;” see the redaction of Genesis 15:1316). Such may be discerned, despite separate appearances of these and other names listed together (e.g. Genesis
15:19-21; Joshua 9:2; 1 Kings 9:20; 2 Chronicles 8:7). Thus, while Hittites, Hivites, Amorites, Jebusites and
Canaanites may all variously appear listed together, it is important to remember that elsewhere Hittites & Hivites are
also called Canaanites, while at least some Hivites & Jebusites are also called Amorites.
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Taken from 2 Samuel 21:1-6
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From 2 Samuel 21:9
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The revealing account of David’s vengeful Gibeonite alliance is the first of several asynchronous & miscellaneous
references in 2 Samuel 21. For example, there is no indication of when the 3-year famine was to have taken place
during David’s reign on account of Saul’s actions. Furthermore, Saul died much earlier in J (1 Samuel 31), and there
is likewise no accounting here or earlier of when or why Saul was to have exterminated the Kenite Gibeonites –

alliance between David and the Gibeonites (“who were not of the sons of Israel”) – against the
rulers of Israel. Shortly hereafter, David is depicted ordering a census (i.e. military registration)
to record the number of all his subjects including, “all the cities of the Hivites and of the
Canaanites.”15 That the “Hivites” are categorically distinguished from all other Canaanites in a
survey of David’s supposed kingdom is particularly noteworthy. In the original J depiction of the
Gibeonites invoking protection in the name of Yahweh they were synonymously called
“Hivites,”16 and Priestly-inspired additions listed their Gibeonite/Hivite cities as, “Gibeon and
Chephirah and Beeroth and Kiriath-jearim.”17
Shockingly in consequence to David mustering all the men under his rule, Yahweh sends a
pestilence killing 70,000 of them!18 Next, Yahweh commands David to build an altar to Yahweh
on the land of a certain Jebusite, and David offers burnt offerings and peace offerings at this
Jebusite location. (Once more, a blood-thirsty Yahweh is finally appeased and, thus, the plague is
stayed.) A similar version of this story, found in 1 Chronicles, adds:
supposedly under the protection of a Yahwistic oath. (By way of stark contrast, 1 Samuel 15:6 offers a reason for
Saul sparing the Kenites: “Go, depart, so that I do not destroy you; for you showed kindness to all the sons of Israel
when they came up from Egypt.”)
This odd chapter closes with a seemingly random and abbreviated accounting of heroes’ valor in David’s various
battles. These literary traces (continuing into 2 Samuel 23) summarize traditions which once again were not
incorporated into the earlier J narrative. One such account infamously reads: Elhanan the son of Jaare-oregim the
Bethlehemite smote Goliath the Gittite, the shaft of whose spear was like a weaver’s beam (2 Samuel 21:19), as the
story ultimately incorporated earlier into J replaces Elhanan with David who “smote” “Goliath, from Gath,” {i.e. a
Gittite} “…the shaft of his spear was like a weaver’s beam (1 Samuel 17:4,7,35)! (Note the editorial efforts of 1
Chronicles 20:5 to make sense of a perceived contradiction.) Such out of place references concerning Saul, leading
into unpolished, contradictory source material concerning David, mark the closing chapters of original J, as latter
Yahwist scribes would resume the story of Solomon early into 1 Kings.
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From 2 Samuel 24:7
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See Joshua 9:7 and corresponding endnote on the Hivites (above) and in Chapter Two.
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See Joshua 9:17
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Shocking as it is for Yahweh to send “a pestilence upon Israel” killing “seventy thousand men,” simply because
David ordered for those subjects to be numbered (2 Samuel 24:10-17), even more disturbing is the cause given for
David’s census. According to verse 1:
The anger of Yahweh burned against Israel,
and it incited David against them to say, “Go, number Israel and Judah.”
Thus, David’s “iniquity” (for which Yahweh kills 70,000 men, innocent thereof) was instigated by Yahweh in the first
place! Note the editorial efforts of 1 Chronicles 21:5 to make sense of the grim Yahwist portrait of Yahweh:
Satan stood up against Israel
and moved David to number Israel.
In the Priestly-inspired Chronicler’s recounting of all the same plot elements, it is not Yahweh who instigated David’s
census – but Satan! So it may be witnessed how even within the ancient corpus of the Bible, latter authors found the
Yahwist’s morally lacking display of Yahweh’s unwarranted slaughter of Israel so unpalatable that such actions were
conversely attributed to none other than the chief “Adversary” Satan.

The tabernacle of Yahweh, which Moses had made in the wilderness, and the altar of burnt offering [were] in the
high place at Gibeon at that time.19

That the official worship of Yahweh was said to have originally been centered at a recognized city
of the Hivites is revealing, as these Gibeonite strangers were traditionally charged with perpetual
priestly-related duties. It becomes more evident why the Yahwist author – first to count “Levi” as
a distinct tribe unto itself – was found to associate the “divided/scattered” pseudo-tribes of Simeon
& Levi with the Hivites, reflecting the Southern cultic society at the time of authorship. Further
highlighting the “strange” history surrounding the cult of Yahweh in Judah, the Tabernacle & Altar
associated with the high place at Gibeon of the Gibeonites were ultimately moved in favor of Jebus
of the Jebusites (i.e. Jerusalem)! Finally, it is evident that the Gibeonite religious service also
relocated to this so-called, “Place which He [Yahweh] would choose.” Therefore, these
Hivites/Gibeonites were singled out not only for their role in sacrificing Saul’s sons “before
Yahweh,” but also for their known function before the sacrificial altar of Yahweh’s Tabernacle &
latter Temple at the time their history was put in writing (i.e. “to this day”).
King Solomon, David’s son & successor, was said to have originally “sacrificed and burned
incense on the high places,” and, more specifically, he “went to Gibeon to sacrifice there, for that
was the great high place.”20 However, the story continues with Solomon building the official
Temple called the “House of Yahweh” (i.e. the Jerusalem center of worship & sacrifice familiar at
the time of authorship). Next comes the infamous claim:
{Yahwist additions to J} Now this is the account of the forced labor which King Solomon levied to build the house
of Yahweh, his own house, the Millo {i.e. citadel}, the wall of Jerusalem, Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer … and all which
he desired to build in Jerusalem, in Lebanon, and in all the land of his rule. [As for] all the people who were left of
the Amorites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Hivites and the Jebusites, who were not of the sons of Israel, their
descendants who were left after them in the land whom the sons of Israel were unable to destroy utterly, from
them Solomon levied forced laborers, even to this day.21

Here amidst Solomonic exaggerations of rule and false attributions of building projects,22 the
official royal annals yet again reveal there were various strangers (i.e. “who were not of the sons
of Israel”) working for the administration of Judah at the time of its authorship. These Canaanites
said to have built the House of Yahweh included the Hivites (indigenous religious service at the
altar in Gibeon) & the Jebusites (indigenous residents at its new location less than ten miles
southeast in Jerusalem)! Curiously, both Gibeon & Jebus/Jerusalem were traditionally allotted to
the now defeated Benjaminite rival and ruling tribe of Israel before being converted into religious
& political centers of Judah. According to the Priestly-inspired 21st chapter of Joshua, of the cities
19

1 Chronicles 21; compare 2 Samuel 24 & 1 Chronicles 21.

20

From 1 Kings 3:3,4; compare 2 Chronicles 1:3,4

21

1 Kings 9:15,19b,20-21; compare 2 Chronicles 8:1-8; compare 1 Kings 5:15,16 & 2 Chronicles 2:17,18; see also
Joshua 17:13; Judges 1:27-36.

22

See corresponding endnote in INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD TESTAMENT, concerning Hazor, Megiddo,
Gezer, etc.

given to the Aaronite priests, all thirteen came from the territories of Judah, Simeon & Benjamin.
Furthermore, one of those Levitical cities taken from Benjamin (along with its pasture lands) was
Gibeon – “the great high place” of Hivite fame.23
Drawing upon original J tradition in Joshua, the Hivites/Gibeonites had indeed acknowledged and
represented Yahwism, invoking the oath-name of Yahweh and serving at the altar of Yahweh in
perpetuity (i.e. in whatever “place which He would choose”). That especially alluded place – the
Jerusalem Temple24 – would ultimately be destroyed centuries later in 586 B.C.E. by the king of
Babylon. Judah’s capital elite (its royal administration, scribes, and priestly classes) would be

23

See Joshua 21:4,13-19

The relationship between the Israelite Tribe of Benjamin and the Kingdom of Judah is cause for significant confusion.
Not only were the Levites said to have been specifically given various cities of Benjamin (along with those of Southern
Judah & Simeon), it should also be remembered how even Judah’s capital city, Jerusalem, had once been recognized
as Benjaminite territory. Being the most proximate to the northern border of Judah, it appears the people of Benjamin
suffered the greatest political & territorial casualties at the hands of the southern administration. Their Biblical story
unfolds with the Judahite King David’s rise to power, congruent with the Benjaminite King Saul’s dynastic demise,
assisted by the Kenite Gibeonites. The original territorial claim of Benjamin appears to have been subsequently
encroached upon by the Southern Kingdom of Judah, to the point that Benjamin would ultimately be remembered as
part of the Kingdom of Judah – instead of one of the Ten Tribes of Israel!
King Saul (who ruled Israel from Gibeah), was said to have been “A Benjamite, of the smallest of the tribes of Israel”
(1 Samuel 9:21), yet this observation appears retrospective as Biblical tradition also points to Benjamin having once
suffered great losses in numbers. The historical circumstances of a massacre of Benjamin are unknown, as the only
account given is in the Yahwist additions to the Northern Book of proto-Judges which offer what is certainly a distorted
& propagandized picture. According to the story (Judges 19-21):
The Tribe of Benjamin was nearly eradicated in the battle of Gibeah when all other Israelite tribes joined forces in
civil war against them, grossly outnumbering them (Judges 20: 15-17). What inspired this ruthless Israelite attack on
a brother-tribe was the rape of a Levite’s concubine by certain Benjaminite men of Gibeah. The depraved actions &
circumstantial inhospitality of the men of Gibeah read suspiciously very similar to an earlier Yahwist account of the
men of Sodom (compare Judges 19:22-24 & Genesis 19:4-8). Before the systematic genocide, Judges 20:18 informs:
The sons of Israel went to Bethel, and inquired of Elohim,
“Who shall go up first for us to battle against the sons of Benjamin?”
Then Yahweh said, “Judah first.”
In the end, thousands of innocent men & women (with the children) were “destroyed out of Benjamin” with only 600
men escaping the slaughter, and Israel mourned at Bethel for the absence of one tribe as “Yahweh had made a breach
in the tribes of Israel” (Judges 20:47; 21:3,15,16). Thus, it may be seen how such a story served to deflect & recast
known atrocities committed against Benjamin by the administration of Judah, in composing a justifiable motive
maligning Benjamin’s character (the rape of a Levite concubine), now set in antiquity (the pre-Monarchical time of
the Judges), while listing all Israel as complicit. Nevertheless, even this Judahite political propaganda finds it
advantageous to depict a blood-thirsty Yahweh ordering the near-extermination of Benjamin, with Judah justified to
lead the way.
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The infamous postdictive reference to “the place which He/Yahweh would/will choose [to put his name]” (e.g.
Joshua 9:27; Deuteronomy 12:5 and throughout Deuteronomy) is identified as Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem as
Yahweh says to Solomon in 1 Kings 9:3, “I have consecrated this house which you have built by putting My name
there forever, and My eyes and My heart will be there perpetually.” Nevertheless, the Jerusalem temple would be
destroyed by the Babylonians in 586 B.C.E.

“carried away into exile to Babylon for their unfaithfulness.”25 Nevertheless, an emergent effort
from Babylon to rebuild the Temple revealed much about the forgone history of its priesthood:
Now the first who lived in their possessions in their
cities [were] Israel, the priests, the Levites and the
Nethinim. {1 Chronicles 9:2}

In the cities of Judah each lived on his own property in their
cities—Israel, the priests, the Levites, the Nethinim and the
sons of Solomon’s servants. {Nehemiah 11:3b}

Curiously distinguished among the first exiles returning from Babylon to settle again in Judah are
both the “Levites” & the “Nethinim.” Despite P formerly classifying all non-Aaronite Levites as
“nethunim” (i.e. those “wholly given” to the Aaronite priests for service), a new class had emerged
apart from the Levites – similarly called “Nethinim:”

{ נְ תוּנִ םnethunim}

{ נְ ִתינִ יםnethinim}

“wholly given”

“Temple Servants”/“Nethinim(s)”

Originally, all non-priests of the “tribe of Levi Strangers “given {nathan} for the service of
… that they may serve {Aaron the priest}.”
the Levites;” also formed: { נְ תוּנִ יםnethunim}.
The {nathun} form is the proper form, as passive participle; from {nathan}; one given, that is,
(in the plural only) the Nethinim, or Temple Servants (as given up to that duty).26
The synoptic books of Ezra & Nehemiah meticulously record this post-Babylonian Captivity
period of restoration, divulging a startling series of information about these mysterious Nethinim:
1. The Judeo-Israelite exiles returned from Babylon with a primary goal – sponsored by King
Cyrus of Persia – of rebuilding the Jerusalem Temple (and, thus, reinstituting its priestlyrelated functions). {Ezra 1:1-5}
2. The first wave of return was led by Zerubbabel (grandson of the penultimate King of
Judah), who was accompanied by 392 of “the Nethinim and the sons of Solomon’s
servants” (all coming out of Babylon). {Ezra 2:58; Nehemiah 7:60}
3. A second wave was led by Ezra the priest, who secured an additional 220 of “the Nethinim,
whom David and the princes had given for the service of the Levites.” {Ezra 8:20}
4. “Tax, tribute or toll” was not to be imposed upon “any of the priests, Levites, Nethinim or
servants,” {Ezra 7:24}, and the Nethinim were supported with an official residence/house
in the city of Ophel, near the “Water Gate.” {Nehemiah 3:26,31}
5. Amazingly, when Ezra “observed the people and the priests,” he “did not find any Levites
there;” {Ezra 8:15} therefore, Ezra had charged certain of the Nethinim with the crucial
task of bringing back Levite “ministers…for the house of our Elohim.” {Ezra 8:16-19}
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1 Chronicles 9:1b

26

Strong, James, [Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible; 1890] The New Strong's Exhaustive
Concordance: With Main Concordance, Appendix to the Main Concordance, Hebrew and Aramaic Dictionary of the
Old Testament, Greek Dictionary of the New Testament, Hebrew entry for “Nethinim” #5411 (Nashville: Thomas
Nelson Publishers, 1995).
Emphasis added from Numbers 3:9; Ezra 8:17 (“nethunim” plural form) & Joshua 9:27; Ezra 8:20 (“nathan” root
form).

The nature of the post-Babylonian Priestly social structure now emerges degenerated from
idealized portrayals of the Aaronite (“P”) author. First represented by the Kenite (“J”) author,
various Canaanite influxes with monarchical ties appear to have all but replaced the formerly
Levitical Temple service.27 When Zerubbabel (lit. “Seeded [of] Confusion”)28 originally returned
with 4,289 “priests,” they were attended by only 74 “Levites” – along with 392 “Nethinim and the
sons of Solomon’s servants.”29 Subsequently, Ezra returns with seemingly only 2 priests, and
strangely upon reviewing all “the people and the priests,” he finds no literal “sons of Levi” among
them! Even more bizarre, it is entrusted to the foreign Nethinim to fetch Levite ministers, who
return with 38 supposed Levite men – along with another 220 of their Nethinim brothers!

With the entire religious hierarchy supported by a tax from which it was exempt, its sizable foreign
contingent supposedly existed to support a nearly extinct Levitical priestly class (which, in turn,
was supposed to support the priests). David’s league with the Gibeonites is called to remembrance,
27

Note the parallel in shifting authorities concerning the administration & ruling classes of Judah. While Kenite
Hivites have appeared intimately involved with the Judahite Monarchy (in David’s rise to power as first King of Judah
& as official administrative scribes), after the political collapse of the Kingdom of Judah, the same Kenite families
reemerge from Babylon ever more visibly behind the newly formed Priestly Hierarchy.
28
The name Zerubbabel  זְרֻ בָּ בֶ לcontains the word Babel ( בָּ בֶ לlit. “confusion,” by mixing) which happens to be the
proper name for the Kingdom of Babylon (that is, the Babylonians are called in Hebrew, [people of] Babel). Thus the
Davidite prince’s name literally means both “Descended of Confusion” and “Sown in Babylon” – a literary indication
of the adulterous (i.e. mixed/confused) state of the emergent social order returning from Babylonian Captivity.
29

See Ezra 2:36-58.

For references to the foreign descent of “Solomon’s servants” – namely, Amorite, Hittite, Perizzite, Hivite and Jebusite
– compare 1 Kings 9:20,21 & 2 Chronicles 8:7,8. Both of these sources (the Yahwistic administrative annals of Judah;
the Priestly-inspired post-Babylonian Chronicler) betray their latter time of authorship (i.e. “even to this day”) in
explaining the continued (i.e. contemporaneous) existence of these foreigners in their midst “whom the sons of Israel
were unable to destroy utterly.”

as this new class of “Nethinim” (lit. “Given Ones”) was said to have been “given” to the Levites
by “David and the princes.” Likewise, the Nethinim’s proximity to the “Water Gate” (toward the
eastern wall of Jerusalem, near the Temple) points to how Joshua “gave” the Gibeonites as “hewers
of wood and drawers of water for the house of my Elohim…for the altar of Yahweh to this day.”30
Furthermore, many of the ancestral names recorded in the first wave of Nethinim have feminine
form or meaning and are immediately followed by a listing of “those…not able to give evidence
of their father's households and their seed, whether they were Israel.”31 Thus, the arcane
matriarchal tradition of the Kenites is yet again reflected in these post-Babylonian enumerations
of the priestly service.32
Finally (as outlined at the end of this chapter), many returning people, Levites, and especially the
leading priestly families were discovered to have foreign wives & mothers – including various
Canaanites! Therefore the entire priestly organization, from foundation to top, would become
thoroughly Canaanite, while its middle-class Levite service (called Nethunim) gave way to the
Hivite service (now called Nethinim). Thus, the sons of Aaron failed to “keep their priesthood,”
with a personal entourage ever more recognizable as the Kenite “stranger who comes near.”
What follows are notable examples of the Priestly source (P) written perhaps a century before the
fall of Jerusalem, ensuing Babylonian Captivity and aftermath. Critically responsive to the
integrated Judeo-Elohist text (JE) borne out of 8th century B.C.E. Judah, these 7th century Aaronite
revisions exhibit characteristic tendencies for orderly record-keeping, clarifying detail, lengthy
genealogy, and a sweeping concern for racial purity. Inspired within the aftermath of Assyrian
Captivity & Samarian fall, the author of this textual layer manifests a motive of rescuing the dignity
30

From Joshua 9:23,27

31

From Ezra 2:59
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It is important to remember how the Kenite Rechabites were traced to alien fugitives originally from Beeroth, one
of the cities of the Gibeonites/Hivites. Furthermore, that “Hivite” may literally denote “man of Eve,” a curiously rare
matriarchal designation later reflected in the Yahwist theme of the Seed of the Woman (Genesis 3:15). Furthermore,
that the other primary branch of the Kenite family tree is traced to the heroine Matriarch Rahab. That 1 Chronicles
2:55 traces the Kenite scribes (listed as “the Tirathites, the Shimeathites [and] the Sucathites”) to “Hammath, the
father of the house of Rechab” is particularly revealing, as Tirath, Shimeath, Sucath and Hammath curiously all feature
a seemingly feminine construct suffix in Hebrew (“–ath”).
Not only are these Kenites connected with the Hivite Rechab, but also to a mysterious “father, Hammath.” Pointedly,
both “the Hivite” and “the Hamathite” are listed as the sons of Canaan in Genesis 10:15-18, and Hamoth (lit. “Motherin-Law”) is the feminine form of Canaan’s father Ham (lit. “Father-in-Law”). The implied matriarchal relationship
of these Canaanites to Cain (hence, why they are elsewhere called “Kenites”) has been obscured, as the original
significance of the Kenite Matriarch Naamah was understated in the JEP redaction of the Yahwist Flood account.
It is no coincidence that the post-Babylonian “Nethinim” listed in Ezra 2:43-54 (i.e. the Hivite Temple Servants) bear
many family names which are recognizably feminine in form or meaning (e.g. Tabbaoth, Lebanah, etc.). These HiviteKenite-Canaanites reflect a long-standing matriarchal tradition, often regarding their paternal ancestry with secondary
significance. It is further no coincidence that they are listed before the non-priestly Canaanite servants & all those
who could not “tell of their fathers’ households and their seed, whether they were of Israel” (Ezra 2:59). In fact due
to intermarriage, many would paternally claim to be Israelite (sons of Israel), while – maternally – they were Kenites.
(Note this is additional cause for the Kenites’ strange inclusion among the sons of Judah in what is otherwise the
unbroken patriarchal genealogy of 1 Chronicles; see corresponding endnote in Chapter Two.)

of a confused Israelite heritage from further assimilation at the hands of Kenite administrative
scribes. In so doing, the priestly dynasty was defended – unsuccessfully – against a similar fate.
REVISIONARY AARONITE TEXTUAL TRADITIONS
DISTINGUISHING THE TWO CREATIONS
(AN ALTERNATIVE ADAMIC ACCOUNT)
“AFTER THEIR KIND … ACCORDING TO OUR LIKENESS”
Chapter One highlighted textual examples of original Elohist patriarchal tradition in Israel with
clear signs of Yahwist-inspired emendation in Judah, demonstrating how E & J were ultimately
recast as JE. The next chapter took a closer look at the Kenite motive & meaning behind the
Yahwist author & authorship of certain unique ancestral tales. While the initial search for E led
to a patriarchal Abraham & Sarah in Genesis 20, the subsequent study of J reached the primordial
Adam & Eve in Genesis 2. The present research of Chapter Three starts the reader literarily, “In
the beginning,” and now the focus is not on reconstructing Judahized or Judahite textual tradition,
but rather on recognizing the Priestly author’s textual response to such Judahizing elements:

Indeed, a Priestly Creation account now prefacing the entire Bible gets the ironic final word:
{P} In the beginning Elohim created the heavens and the earth.

Note this widely recognized first verse of the Bible (Genesis 1:1) thus represents biblical history’s
last of the major authors in Genesis (P) and the biblical story’s outermost layer of major redaction
in the Tetrateuch (JEP). Favoring the ancient Israelite tradition, God is called “Elohim” throughout
the 1st chapter of Genesis and into the next, where a second (yet more archaic) account of Creation
picks up with these words:
{J} & {[insertion]} …in the day that Yahweh [Elohim] made earth and heaven.33
33

Genesis 2:4b

Note this extraordinary first literary shift of the Bible (Genesis 2:4), particularly in mid-verse:
PARTS
Phrase:
Subject:
Predicate:
Direct
Object:

START OF J SOURCE (GEN. 2:4b)
beyom {}בּיוֹ ם
ְ “in the day”
yhwh {“ }יהוחYahweh”
asoth {“ }ﬠֲשׂוֹ תmade”
{“ }שָׁ מַ יִ ם{ & }אֶ ֶרץearth” and “heaven”
eretz and shamayim

START OF P SOURCE (GEN. 1:1)
“in the beginning” {אשׁית
ִ }בּ ֵר
ְ bereshith
“Elohim” { } ֱא ִהיםelohim
“created” { }בָּ ָראbara
“heaven” and “earth” {}אֶ ֶרץ{ & }שָׁ מַ יִ ם
shamayim and eretz

Amazingly, not only is every grammatical part in the first line of J mimicked in the first line of P,
but each syntactic pair demonstrates a distinctive authorship. A prepositional phrase for time
rewinds all the way to “the beginning,” as a simple subject for deity returns to the Israelite
“Elohim.”34 A simple predicate for creation replaces the root asah (“to make”) with bara (“to
create”), as its compound direct object transposes “earth and heaven” into “the heaven and the
earth.” Each subtle difference will be discovered to reflect the unique concerns of a Priestly author
in composing an alternative to the pre-existing Yahwist account of Creation. In other words, these
twin source introductions encompass a potent literary & theological demonstration of the first
canonical shift in authorship of its kind (i.e. from start of P to start of J).
The original Yahwist Creation myth unfolds from, “In the day Yahweh made earth and heaven”
(the first instance of “Yahweh” in the Bible), throughout the rest of Genesis 2 as follows: Yahweh
forms man {Heb. “Adam”} from the dust of the ground {Heb. “adamah”}. Next, Yahweh plants
a garden in “Eden,” and causes “every tree that is pleasing to the sight and good for food” to grow
from the ground, including the “tree of life” and the “tree of knowledge of good and evil.” Yahweh
places the man whom he had formed into the garden which he had planted, with a task of
cultivating it. Yahweh commands the man not to eat from the tree of knowledge of good and evil,
under penalty of death. Yahweh observes, “It is not good for the man to be alone;” therefore,
Yahweh forms from the ground “every beast of the field and bird of the heavens.” Nevertheless,
a “corresponding/suitable helper” was not found for the man; therefore, Yahweh fashions a
woman from one of the man’s own ribs. The story concludes: “The man and his wife {lit.
“woman”} were both naked and not ashamed.”
The alternate Priestly version delineates from, “In the beginning Elohim created the heaven and
the earth,” into Genesis 2 as follows: the earth was a dark, watery emptiness & waste.
1. On the 1st day, Elohim says, “‘Let there be light,’ and there was light,” and, next, Elohim
“separated the light from the darkness.”
2. On the 2nd day, Elohim likewise speaks “an expanse” or “heaven” into existence and, thus,
Elohim “separated the waters below the expanse from the waters above the expanse.”
34

In the first verse of Genesis (1:1) both “in the beginning” אשׁית
ִ { בְּ ֵרbereshith} and “God” { אֱ הִ יםElohim} are plural.
The Hebrew “reshith” means “first” (by implication, “beginning,” “best/chief”), the singular form of which is ר ֹאשׁ
{rosh), meaning literally “head” or “top”. Thus in the redaction of JEP, a favored Elohistic Priestly latter account of
Creation seems to recount what happened first (i.e. chronologically), as it was given the first (i.e. top, chiefest) location
in prefacing the entire compiled Judeo-Israelite textual tradition now known as the Hebrew Bible.

3. On the 3rd day, Elohim says, “Let the waters below be gathered…let the dry land appear.”
Then Elohim says, “Let the earth sprout vegetation, plants, [and] fruit trees bearing fruit
after its kind in which is its seed.”
4. On the 4th day, Elohim speaks “lights” (i.e. the sun, moon and stars) into existence, to
“govern day and night and to separate light from darkness.”
5. On the 5th day, Elohim says, “Let the waters teem, and let birds fly,” so Elohim creates all
sea creatures “after their kind” and every winged bird “after its kind.” Then Elohim blesses
them: “Be fruitful and multiply…”
6. On the 6th day, Elohim says, “Let the earth bring forth…,” so Elohim created each land
animal “after its kind.” Then Elohim says, “Let us make man {Heb. “adam”} in our image,
according to our likeness,” so Elohim creates man “in his own image.” He creates them
“male and female” and blesses them: “Be fruitful and multiply… rule over fish, birds, and
{land creatures}… I have given you every plant and every tree; it shall be food for you.”
7. On the 7th day, Elohim rests and sanctifies the “seventh day” (i.e. the “Sabbath”).
While the Yahwist account features typical plot driven prose, the Priestly outline is almost poetic
in its repetitious structure. Often (even from the Bible’s opening chapter), the familiar writing
style of P thus manifests itself as clerical revision or recapitulation, tightly structured though
detail orientated, often framed with orderly enumeration. Note for example the novel order in
which P frames Elohim’s famous creative week, compared with Yahweh’s original day in J:
(J) “IN THE DAY” YAHWEH MADE: #
“man” (lit. “Adam”) who is “alone” 1st
a garden with 2nd
“every tree…good for food”
“every beast of the field” & 3rd
“every bird of the heavens”
the man’s “woman” 4th

(P) BY “7TH DAY” ELOHIM CREATED:
“vegetation”, “plants” & “fruit trees”
“creatures” of the “waters” &
“birds” of the “heavens”
“beasts of the earth”
“man” (lit. “Adam”) both “male and female”

Whereas the man Adam is formed alone in J (followed by plants, then animals, and lastly woman),
plants are created first in P, then animals, and lastly man – both male and female! Thus, the newer
and more orderly creation account of P introduces a new order of creation, in which Adam is not
formed in “the day” Yahweh made earth & heaven, but rather on “the sixth day,” after Elohim
created heaven & earth. How the P account invests much repetitious verbiage in defining a “day”
(e.g. “And there was evening and there was morning, one day;” see Genesis 1:5,8,13,19,23,31), is
particularly noticeable amid its descriptions of various creative acts spanning six of such eveningto-morning daily periods. Now, after Elohim rests and blesses “the seventh day” (P), the very next
verse uses the word “day” (J) in its most general temporal sense,35 while introducing Yahweh as
protagonist of the very same subject! Furthermore, in following this subject of Elohim vs.
Yahweh’s … creating vs. making … of a transposed heaven & earth, the order in which birds &
beasts are formed vs. created is also reversed, while the nature of these “geneses” simultaneously
demonstrates another theological distinction stressed by P:
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Note the continued terminological shift (beginning with Genesis 2:4b) from the specific Priestly to a general Yahwist
usage of the temporal word “day” in the expression, “In the day you eat from it…” (Genesis 2:17; 3:5).

(J) WITH MATERIAL, YAHWEH FORMS
from ground/adamah is man/Adam “formed”
[a rib is “built”/“fashioned” into a woman]
in “Eden” is a garden with trees “planted”
from ground are beasts & birds “formed”

(P) BY WORD, ELOHIM CREATES
“let Us make man in Our image”
“let the earth sprout plants [and] trees”
“let the earth bring forth living creatures”
[“let the waters teem with living creatures”]

The Priestly author’s controlled composition and intentionally alternative vocabulary are worthy
of note. In the day Yahweh “made” {Heb. “asah”} earth & heaven, he “formed” {“yatzar”},
“planted” {“nata”}, and “built” {“banah”} its various inhabitants. Indeed, the word “created”
{“bara”} does not appear in the Yahwist account of creation. While a more anthropomorphic
Yahweh personally crafts things out of pre-existing materials (e.g. man from dust of ground;
woman from rib of man), a fundamentally plural Elohim is portrayed saying, “Let Us make man
in Our image.”36 Ever more distant, Elohim abstractly creates things ex nihilo (or “out of
nothing”). In other words, what Elohim says… becomes, as is most plainly expressed:
{P} “Elohim said, “Let there be light” {Heb. “yehi or”}; and there was light {Heb. “yehi or”}.37

Amid such majestic depictions of Elohim’s creative acts, now birds are not “formed” from the
ground by God. Instead, God says, “Let birds fly;” thus, birds are “created.”38 Likewise, the
36

Note in the original Yahwist text, Yahweh uses the expression, “Behold…Us” in two similar instances:

{J} & {[insertion]} Yahweh [Elohim] said, “Behold, the man {Heb. haAdam} has become like one of Us, knowing
good and evil; and now, he might stretch out his hand, and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever”—
therefore Yahweh [Elohim] … stationed the cherubim and the flaming sword which turned every direction to guard
the way to the tree of life. {From Genesis 3:22-24}
Yahweh said, “Behold, {the sons of men {Heb. haAdam}} are one people, and they all have one lip...and now nothing
which they purpose to do will be withheld from them. Come, let Us go down and there confuse their lip.” So Yahweh
scattered them abroad… {From Genesis 11:5-9}
A pattern may be outlined: Yahweh said, “Behold, {… Adam} {… Us}.” {Therefore, Adam is restricted}.
In both cases, Yahweh – concerned with Adam’s development (living forever; doing as they please) – addresses other
divine beings and takes action to limit Adam’s potential. Contrast with the Priestly responsive version of Creation:
{P} Elohim said, “Let Us make man {Heb Adam} in Our image, according to Our likeness…” Elohim created man
{Heb. haAdam} in His own image, in the image of Elohim He created him; male and female He created them. {From
Genesis 1:26,27}
Thus, while Yahweh restricts Adam (from being like Elohim), Elohim equips Adam (to be like Elohim). Earlier in J
(Genesis 3:5), an Elohistic Serpent informs Eve, “Elohim knows that in the day you eat from it your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like Elohim, knowing good and evil;” therefore, the “Us” Yahweh addresses in J appears to
reference the “good and evil” duality of “Yahweh-Elohim” – respectively manifested in the good Woman’s seed
(Yahweh-Cain) and the evil Serpent’s seed (El/Elohim-Abel). Contrariwise, the “Us” Elohim addresses in P appears
to reference the plurality of “Elohim” (by which everything is “very good”), thus reversing earlier Yahwist sentiment.
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Genesis 1:3
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Compare Genesis 1:20,21 & Genesis 2:19

waters teem/swarm and the earth brings forth, as life is created by the very word of God. This
idealized view of Creator is carried over into Creation, as seven times throughout its six-day
process “Elohim saw that it was good.” More pointedly on the sixth day, culminating with the
creation of man, “Elohim saw all that He had made, and behold, it was very good.”
So inherently good is Elohim’s creation that neither beast nor bird kills for its food. Rather, Elohim
gave “every green plant for food” to all living creatures on the earth. This herbivorous dictate also
includes man (“male and female”), to whom Elohim says, “I have given you every plant yielding
seed, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you.” Formerly narrated in
J, “the man and his woman” had a different diet (also relative to goodness). Compare:
THEME
“Good” is
defined.
“Food” is
defined.

ORIGINAL TO J
Yahweh introduces: “the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil…in the midst of the garden”39
Yahweh commands, “From the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat.”

ALTERNATE IN P
“All that {Elohim} had made
was very good.”
“I have given you every tree
… it shall be food for you.”

Note the subtle dietary distinction: while in J, the garden includes “every tree that is…good for
food,” in P the fruit of “every tree…” is “for food.” More specifically, although Yahweh forbade
eating fruit from a certain tree, Elohim gave as food: “every tree which has fruit.” A conceptual
shift concerning goodness and the origin of evil may therefore be observed between the J & P
allegorical use of fruit trees. Despite fruit forbidden by Yahweh, imparting knowledge of good and
evil, the Priestly claim is no fruit was forbidden, teaching everything Elohim made was very good!
As will be noted in this chapter, dietary restriction is a recurring theme in both J & P, revealing
fundamental differences between the two authors’ concepts of the people & commandments of
God. Here in Genesis 1 & 2, eating certain food symbolizes distinct philosophies about the
inherent goodness of God’s creation and the introduction of evil. As already noted in the last
chapter, complex layers of allegory surround the transgression of Yahweh’s first commandment in
J – concerning the forbidden fruit. Contrast with Elohim’s first instruction in P:
{J} Yahweh commanded the man, saying, “You shall not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil…”
{P} Elohim blessed them; and Elohim said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply…”40

Especially noteworthy is that according to J, “the man and his woman were both naked and not
ashamed,” and specifically how they discovered their sexuality (i.e. “knew they were naked”)41
39

Compare Genesis 2:8,9 & Genesis 2:15,16 with Genesis 3:1-5. The repetition in Genesis 2 is noteworthy, as now
it appears “Yahweh Elohim” places Adam in the Garden of Eden twice. Additionally, while the “tree of life” is
described as being “in the midst of the garden” (2:9), Eve later tells the Serpent that “Elohim” commanded them not
to eat or touch “the fruit of the tree which is in the middle of the garden.” (3:3) Such plot redundancy concerning
when Adam was placed in the garden, along with descriptive ambiguity concerning the tree(s) in the midst of the
garden are subtly suggestive of redaction. Split references to both Yahweh & Elohim within the Yahwist story have
also been noted for being highly irregular. (For further example, note in Genesis 3:23,24 “Yahweh Elohim” appears
to send/drive Adam out of the garden twice.)
40

From Genesis 1:28 & 2:16,17
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From Genesis 2:25 & Genesis 3:7

was only upon eating the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil! As the Yahwist
Garden story unfolds in Genesis 3, understanding its sweeping sexual allegory (as outlined in the
last chapter) reveals another thematic shift from J to P. Despite a presently reversed arrangement
of scripture now depicting first Elohim blessing both male and female to, “be fruitful and multiply,”
the reader is immediately met next with Yahweh forbidding the very act which consequentially
makes them fruitful and multiply!
Elohim’s Blessing (1:28)

Yahweh’s Forbidding & Cursing (3:6,16)

“be fruitful {Heb. peru} …”
“and multiply {Heb. rebu} …”

“She took of the fruit {Heb. peri} ... and gave also unto her man with her.”
“I will multiply {Heb. rebah} your conception … you will bring forth sons.”

Only after the man and woman – ashamed and afraid – cover their sexual organs with aprons does
Yahweh reveal the full repercussions of their encounter with the Serpent and partaking of the
forbidden fruit. Between punishing curses dealt to both the Serpent and the Man, Yahweh says to
the Woman, “I will greatly multiply your pain and conception, / In pain you will bring forth
children {lit. “sons”}.” Thus despite a now prefacing procreative decree by Elohim, the very
process has to be explained by Yahweh two chapters later, as the human race was formerly likened
to a cursed consequence (Cainite J) – before being introduced as an intended blessing (Sethian P).
God’s intentions for man are once again rescued from Yahwist moral ambiguity in what is arguably
the Priestly author’s most celebrated theological declaration: man is made in the image and
likeness of God. Nevertheless, the older Creation and Garden stories of J contribute a much
different theology. Compare:
Man Is Created Like God (P)
Elohim said, “Let Us make man in
Our image, according to Our
likeness…”
***
Elohim created man {Heb. “Adam”}
in His own image, in the image of
Elohim He created him; male and
female He created them.

Man Becomes Like God (J)
Yahweh formed man {Heb. “Adam”} of dust from the ground …
and man became a living being {lit. “soul”}.
***
The serpent said to the woman, “…Elohim knows that in the day you
eat from {the tree of the knowledge of good and evil} … you will be
like Elohim.”
***
Then Yahweh said, “Behold, the man has become like one of Us…”42

In P, not only is Adam-Man created in the likeness of God, but more importantly, Elohim intends
it as such, saying, “Let us make man…according to our likeness.” By contrast in J, Adam is given
life – humbly formed from the lowly “adamah” or ground – and only subsequently does Adam
become like God. Furthermore, Yahweh neither intends nor is pleased with Adam’s new God-like
condition. (Indeed, here Adam becomes like God by transgressing Yahweh’s restrictive
command!) Note the full Yahwist account:
{J} & {[insertion]} Yahweh [Elohim] said, “Behold, the man has become like one of Us, knowing good and evil;
and now, he might stretch out his hand, and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever”— therefore
Yahweh [Elohim] sent him out from the garden of Eden, to cultivate the ground from which he was taken. So He
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Taken from Genesis 1:26,27 (P) & Genesis 2:7; 3:4,5,22 (J).

drove the man out; and at the east of the garden of Eden He stationed the cherubim and the flaming sword which
turned every direction to guard the way to the tree of life.43

Despite Yahweh’s consequent concern (and new restriction) due to Adam becoming like God, the
latter Priestly account (now prefacing the Yahwist story), depicts Elohim intentionally creating
Adam-Man in the likeness of God – in the first place, from “the beginning.” (Indeed, Adam’s
inherently God-like condition is wholly viewed by Elohim as “very good!”)
Finally, it may now be gleaned from analyzing the opening three chapters of the Bible how
theological attributes of deity & the human condition (i.e. the nature of God & Man) were first
ominously projected by a Kenite-Yahwist author, before being recast in more positive light by the
Aaronite-Priestly alternative text. To summarily contrast these presently back-to-back theologies:
KENITE THEOLOGY OF YAHWIST & PRIESTLY TEXTUAL RESPONSE
THEME
ORIGINAL J (Genesis 2,3)
ALTERNATIVE P (Genesis 1)
Earthly An anthropomorphic Yahweh builds his A majestic Elohim speaks his creation
vs.
creation using pre-existing materials, into existence from no material,
Heavenly particularly the man Adam lowly formed particularly Adam-Man loftily created
first from the dust of the ground.
last in God’s own image & likeness.
Death
Yahweh threatens to curse a sexually Elohim gives natural instruction to his
vs.
ignorant Adam with death, forbidding the creation, including Adam-Man (male &
Life
very act which results in Eve becoming female), blessing them to “be fruitful
the “mother of all living.”
and multiply.”
Cursing The first procreative act is shameful The first instruction is procreative act; it
vs.
transgression; the consequential cycle of is Elohim’s blessing intended from the
Blessing life-and-death is Yahweh’s curse & beginning for all creatures on earth,
punishment upon Adam & Eve.
including Adam-Man (male & female).
Evil
Yahweh introduces “the tree of the Elohim introduces the knowledge of
vs.
knowledge of good and evil,” forbidding procreation, giving the fruit of “every
Good
the act of eating its fruit which results in tree…for food,” as Adam is already in
Adam’s unwelcomed becoming like God. God’s likeness and all creation is good.
The careful observer will notice how such twin divergent theological themes of Heaven-Earth,
Life-Death, Blessing-Curse, and Good-Evil are all related in these mythical accounts of creation,
containing dense layers of allegory. Further extra-Biblical study suggests the Hebrew Yahwist
version drew inspiration from even earlier Sumerian-Babylonian Creation myth, while the Priestly
alternative appears to also parallel earlier Egyptian Creation myth.44 Such is the stuff – indistinct
43
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Genesis 3:22-24

Notably, the J “Garden of Eden” seems to be located at the head of the Persian Gulf (near Sumer & Babylon), as
indicated by geographical names and descriptions of the rivers in Genesis 2:10-14 (namely, “Hiddekel” & “Perath,”
widely regarded as the Tigris & Euphrates of Mesopotamia). (Note J also speaks of an infamous Yahwistic “Nimrod”
and tower of “Babel” or city of Babylon.) Parallel myths from the East of Paradise, gardens & fruit-trees may be
found in archaic Sumerian & Babylonian literature. Similarly out of North Africa, ancient Egyptian Creation myths
bear remarkable semblance with P-inspired text (e.g. Atum & Set / Adam & Seth; the offspring of Nut & Geb / the
“generations of the heavens and earth,” etc.). Conversely, the Enuma Elish (a Babylonian Creation myth), has often
been compared to Genesis 1 (P), while alternative Egyptian Creation mythos comparably depicts Atum/Adam made

and incomprehensible mysticism – perennially marveled at and bitterly disputed for centuries
within the doctrines of religion. For example, the God-like knowledge Adam gains from the
forbidden fruit tree is allegorical for the procreation of good & evil seed-lines (namely, Cain &
Abel, who are also personifications of Yahweh & El/Baal). Furthermore, while the matriarchal
Yahwist had intended Father Cain to embody the good “seed” of the woman, the redaction of JE
with an alternate P forces a collectively general (i.e. “Biblical”) interpretation of Cain as the evil
“seed” of the serpent. Thus, original authorial intent is buried underneath compromising
revisionary layers.
Case in point, the Priestly author completely reverses a grim Yahwist cosmogony. What was
transgression, cursing and death (in J; Genesis 2,3) is instruction, blessing and life (in P; Genesis
1). Specifically, while Yahweh withholds first knowledge and subsequently life from his humble
earthling (i.e. “Adam” from the “adamah”), Elohim gives instruction of life to his good and godly
children (i.e. Adamkind inherit God’s likeness). While Yahweh becomes the namesake and
protector of Cain (in J; Genesis 4), that godly image Elohim endowed upon Adam is patrilineally
passed to Seth (in P; Genesis 5).45 Accordingly, Yahweh’s actions appear more responsive (i.e.
consequential changes to original intent), whereas Elohim is depicted more deliberate and in
control (i.e. everything follows the divine plan).46 Such thematic variance from J to P spans
throughout Genesis, Exodus and Numbers, engendering wide theological implications.
from primordial mound/ground as in Genesis 2 (J). Biblical dependence and thematic revision on the earlier
mythologies of neighboring nations appears common and may also be witnessed in the J & P competing accounts of
the Great Deluge.
For further research (particularly the dependence on Egyptian Creation mythology), consult Greenberg, Gary, 101
Myths of the Bible: How Ancient Scribes Invented Biblical History (Naperville: Sourcebooks, Inc., 2000).
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Ironically despite general translations of “man/men” or “human,” the Hebrew root { אָ דָ םadam} and its variations
carry an almost racially descriptive denotation regarding a certain physical type of man or men, namely a “ruddy”
complexion. For example, J describes David as “ruddy” { אַ ְדמֹ נִ יadmoni} in 1 Samuel 16:12 (a physical trait which
apparently the Philistine Goliath does not possess in 1 Samuel 17:42). In latter Hebrew poetry, “My beloved is dazzling
{tzach} and ruddy {adom}” (Song of Songs 5:10), “Her Nazirites were purer {zaku} than snow, / They were whiter
{tzachu} than milk; / They were more ruddy {admu} [in] body than corals,” (Lamentations 4:7). The same denotative
use seemingly continues into the extra-Biblical material, such as R.H. Charles’ translation of I Enoch 106 describing
a suspiciously Nephilim-like baby Noah: “His body was white as snow and red as the blooming of a rose… a strange
son, diverse from and unlike man, and resembling the sons of the God of heaven…sprung…from the angels.”
Despite the denotation and adjectival use of the word adam, the Yahwist in Genesis (prone to using puns) poetically
depicted an individual man named “Adam” formed from the ground {adamah} (2:7). Curiously, when Cain is born,
he is not called an “adam,” but an “ish” (4:1) (J); whereas, Seth is fathered in the image & likeness of Adam (5:3) (P).
Nevertheless, the Cainite race was originally referenced by the matriarchal, “daughters of men {adam}” (6:2,4) (J).
For further etymological research on adam consult Koehler, Ludwig & Baumgartner, Walter, The Hebrew and
Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament: Volume 1, pp. 14-16 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994).
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For further example of Yahweh’s characteristically responsive actions in J, note how Yahweh builds woman {Heb.
ishah} as an afterthought, only after forming various other creatures, bringing them to Adam, and subsequently finding
no suitable (lit. “corresponding”) helper for man {Heb. ish} (Genesis 2:18-24). Next, after Adam & Eve become like
Elohim (gaining knowledge of good and evil), Yahweh must respond to this undesirable development by restricting
life (Genesis 3:22-24). Perhaps most pointedly, after Yahweh “saw the wickedness of man {Heb. adam} … Yahweh
was sorry that He had made man {Heb. adam} on the earth, and He was grieved to His heart.” Consequently, Yahweh
decides to “blot out” both man and animals in a flood, “For I am sorry that I have made them” (Genesis 6:5-7)! Still

As the first chapter of this study introduced, glimpsing these and other differences between the J
& P Creation accounts, many faithful readers of the Bible resort to interpreting Genesis 1 & 2 as
two separate creative events – some, ironically, even proposing the “Elohim” of Genesis 1 and the
“Yahweh” of Genesis 2 must be two separate creators. Nevertheless, when founded on a
conviction that the now composite narrative of the Holy Bible is historically and theologically
sound, such attempts to defend the logical consistency of these two separate written accounts
ultimately fall short. If accepted indiscriminately, the present arrangement of scripture (i.e. the
synopsis of P&E&J) now buries original authorial intent, forcing the general universal
interpretation that the “God” Elohim is Yahweh (e.g. “the LORD God” of Genesis 2,3), and –
further – that the “man” Adam in Genesis 1 is the same Adam-man in Genesis 2.47
Now it may be better understood how the Genesis text in its assorted state reflects the increasingly
integrated society from which the Priestly author’s concerns originated in 7th century Judah. The
P writing style and emphases characteristically seek to promote divine order amidst mixed chaos,
beginning with a watery waste in the Bible’s second verse – separating light from darkness,
separating waters above from waters below… Next, the prescribed natural order is repeatedly
given: each creature is to be “after its kind.” Finally, Adam (the pinnacle of creation), is made in
the likeness of Elohim. Thus, the “good” of Creation was defined and outlined in the begetting of
kind after like-kind, as P resumes in the Genesis 5 “Book of the Generations of Adam” – who (being
in the image of Elohim) fathers Seth (in his own godly, Adamic image) – with no mention of Cain
at all.
after the flood, “Yahweh came down to see the city and the tower which the sons of men {Heb. adam} had built;”
therefore, Yahweh must once again stifle an undesirable development in his creation (Genesis 11:1-9).
Scenes ranging in J from Yahweh’s apparent need to ask Adam, “Where are you?” and, “Who told you that you were
naked?” (Genesis 3:9,11) to Yahweh’s seemingly legitimate concern over the construction of “a city, and a tower
whose top [will reach] into heaven” (Genesis 11:4,6) paint a very anthropomorphic view of the deity (i.e. God’s
attributes reflect human-like limitations). In contrast, the Elohim of P oppositely acts with planned purpose & ordered
control, reflecting a deity who is idealistically both omniscient & omnipotent and, thus, would never become “sorry”
to have done something.
47

For example, while presented with two different creation accounts (first, a 6-day creation of Elohim in Genesis 1;
then, events “in the day” Yahweh made earth and heaven), latter Yahwist-inspired redaction such as, “In six days
Yahweh made the heavens and the earth…and rested on the seventh day; therefore Yahweh blessed the sabbath day
and made it holy” (Exodus 20:11; see also 31:17), forces a general identification of Yahweh as the creator in the 6day Elohistic account of Genesis 1:1-2:3 (P). Thus, Elohim literarily became Yahweh as “Yahweh Elohim”.
Likewise, concerning the creation of the man {Heb. eth haAdam}, Genesis 1:26,27 (P) & 2:7 (J) within the general
synopsis of Genesis now read as though they reference the same person. Note how the stylistically familiar Priestly
verbiage of Genesis 5:1-2 & 9:6 references the man mentioned in 1:27. Further note how the redaction of Genesis
4:25,26a now connects the man of Genesis 2:7 with the man of Genesis 5:1-2, in fathering Seth, who fathers Enosh
(see Genesis 5:3-6).
Thus, the lines between J & P have become especially blurred owing to the compromising editorial efforts of Biblical
redactors responsible for such subtleties as adding “Elohim” after Yahweh in creating the “Yahweh Elohim”
nomenclature of Genesis 2 & 3. Similar third-hand source interweaving may also be witnessed in the Elohistic
introduction to the Yahwist creation at Genesis 2:4a, whereby, gluing the P & J creations together (just as the Genesis
4:25,26a redaction was seen gluing the J & P genealogies together).

Therefore, while fundamentally distinct, both J & P suggest evil was introduced in the form of
adultery. For J, a good & evil “fruit” of two seed-lines was sown in the first adulterous act resulting
in a becoming like God (i.e. by the Serpent’s procreative knowledge, the advent of Yahweh-Cain
is realized). For P, an inherent goodness & godliness of Adam’s race is preserved against evil in
multiplying after their own kind (i.e. by Elohim’s procreative instruction, Adam-kind through Seth
is sanctified). In J, Adam is of the earth; in P, Adam and his kind are of God. Thus, adultery is
the mode by which man either advances from earthly to heavenly (J; “earth and heaven”), or falls
from heavenly to earthly (P; “the heavens and the earth”).
Theologians have long endeavored to harmonize the unpromisingly dark portrait painted by J with
the more regal and blessed textual response of P. As Bible readers are canonically met first with
P in chapter 1, doctrinal positions on the so-called “Original Sin” and shameful “Fall of Man” in
chapter 3 are often invoked to explain the moral decay still perceived between P & J. In the height
of irony, many biblical exegetes reconcile these now consecutive accounts by teaching humankind
fell from a state of being in the likeness of God (Ch. 1) – by becoming like God (Ch. 3)! As this
study progresses into sifting the ever more muddled Noah’s Flood accounts, that original “sin” of
the world – adultery – remains center stage (this time, on the broadest scale).
DISTINGUISHING THE TWO FLOODS: PART I
(AN ALTERNATING NOAHIDE DELUGE ACCOUNT)
“PERFECT IN HIS GENERATIONS”
As previously noted, while the J & P Creation accounts appear back-to-back in Genesis 1 & 2, the
corresponding J & P Flood accounts were not so homogenously preserved. Perhaps owing to the
rigid literary structure of the P account of Creation (e.g. “first day”… “second day”…), the redactor
of JEP found it advantageous to present the two Creation accounts – one after the other – largely
unadulterated. Nevertheless, the once-separate literary traditions of the Patriarch Noah and the
Great Deluge were more readily synopsized into Genesis 6-9. While this ancient editorial process
had effectually obscured for centuries the awareness of two Hebrew Flood narratives, it did not
seek to altogether cover the authors’ original tracks. To this day in plain sight, clear signs of
multiple authorship remain, as even a modest comparison of the introductory 11 chapters in
Genesis provides satisfying tools for the identification and disassembly of J & P amidst JEP.
Consider how the Book of Genesis in its pre-historical narrative expositions presently bears the
necessary stylistic pattern to unravel the successively complex layers of its original authorship:
an “Elohim” Creation (of Adam)  a “Yahweh[-Elohim]” Creation-Fall (of Adam) 
a “Yahweh” Genealogy (of Cain)  an “Elohim” Genealogy (of Seth)  …
Progressing respectively from: Ch. 1  Ch. 2,3  Ch. 4  Ch. 5  …
The key is in how these twin literary strains start identifiably separate before sequentially merging:
…  a “Yahweh” Flood (of Noah) || an “Elohim” Flood (of Noah)
…  Scattered within: Ch. 6-9

Thus, the reader is afforded a certain familiarity with both the “Elohim” & “Yahweh” styles in
Genesis 1-5, before these largely distinct narrative threads are entwined within Genesis 6-9. Not
only does a careful study of the separate Creations & Genealogies allow for a greater recognition
of the combined Floods, but subsequent study of the separated Floods allows for a more complete
understanding of the whole. This is because the “Elohim” Creation account shares its Priestly
concerns and vocabulary with the following “Elohim” Flood account – just as the original Yahwist
epic develops its own uniquely discernable themes from Creation-to-Flood.
The identifiers “J” (for Yahwistic material) and “E” (for Elohistic material) were first introduced
into Biblical interpretation over two centuries ago, as these stylistic shifts within the early chapters
of Genesis became recognized as anything but arbitrary. The conspicuous nature with which the
Biblical synopsis of Noah’s Flood alternates back-and-forth between distinct references to both
“Yahweh” & “Elohim” inspires many questions of dual authorship deserving close examination.
What follows is the full text of Genesis chapters 6, 7, and 8 – black words signifying the original
Yahwist story, with red emphasis on what is likely the Priestly alternative {[P]} or Priestly-inspired
redaction {<R>}. (Verse numbers are retained for easy reference.)
{Genesis 6 – The “Corruption of Adam-kind”}
{J} & {[P]} & {<R>} 1Now it came about, when men {Heb. “adam”} began to multiply on the face of the land, {Heb.
“adamah”} and daughters were born to them, 2that the sons of Elohim saw that the daughters of men were beautiful
{lit. “good”}; and they took wives for themselves, whomever they chose. 3Then Yahweh said, “My Spirit shall not
strive with man forever, because he also is flesh; therefore his days shall be one hundred and twenty years.” 4The
Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and also afterward, when the sons of Elohim came in to the daughters of
men, and they bore [children] to them. Those were the mighty men who [were] of old, men of renown.
5

Then Yahweh saw that the wickedness of man was great on the earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his
heart was only evil continually. 6Yahweh was sorry that He had made man on the earth, and He was grieved in
His heart. 7Yahweh said, “I will blot out man whom I have created from the face of the land, from man to animals to
creeping things and to birds of the heavens; for I am sorry that I have made them.” 8But Noah found favor in the
eyes of Yahweh.
9

<These are the generations of Noah.> [Noah was a righteous man, {Heb. “ish”} perfect in his generations; Noah
walked with Elohim. 10Noah begot three sons: Shem, Ham, and Japheth.
11

Now the earth was corrupt in the sight of Elohim, and the earth was filled with violence. 12Elohim looked on the
earth, and behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted their way upon the earth.
13

Then Elohim said to Noah, “The end of all flesh has come before Me; for the earth is filled with violence because of
them; and behold, I am about to destroy them with the earth. 14Make for yourself an ark of gopher wood; you shall
make the ark with rooms, and shall pitch it inside and out with pitch. 15This is how you shall make it: the length of the
ark three hundred cubits, its breadth fifty cubits, and its height thirty cubits. 16You shall make a window for the ark,
and finish it to a cubit from the top; and set the door of the ark in the side of it; you shall make it with lower, second,
and third decks. 17Behold, I, even I am bringing the flood of water upon the earth, to destroy all flesh in which is the
breath of life, from under heaven; everything that is on the earth shall perish. 18But I will establish My covenant with
you; and you shall enter the ark—you and your sons and your wife, and your sons’ wives with you. 19And of every
living thing of all flesh, you shall bring two of every [kind] into the ark, to keep [them] alive with you; they shall
be male and female. 20Of the birds after their kind, and of the animals after their kind, of every creeping thing of

the ground after its kind, two of every [kind] will come to you to keep [them] alive. 21As for you, take for yourself
some of all food which is edible, and gather [it] to yourself; and it shall be for food for you and for them.” 22Thus
Noah did; according to all that Elohim had commanded him, so he did.]

{Genesis 7 – The “Great Deluge”}
1

Then Yahweh said to Noah, “Enter the ark, you and all your household, for you I have seen righteous before Me in
this generation. 2You shall take to you of every clean animal by sevens {lit. “seven seven”}, a male {Heb. “ish”}
and his female {Heb. “ishah”}; and of the animals that are not clean two, a male and his female; 3also of the birds of
the heavens, by sevens, male and female, to keep seed alive on the face of all the earth. 4For after seven more days, I
will send rain on the earth forty days and forty nights; and I will blot out from the face of the land every living thing
that I have made.” 5Noah did according to all that Yahweh had commanded him.
6

<Now Noah was six hundred years old when the flood of water was upon the earth.> 7Then Noah and his sons and
his wife and his sons’ wives with him entered the ark because of the water of the flood. 8[Of clean animals and animals
that are not clean and birds and everything that creeps on the ground, 9there went into the ark to Noah by twos {lit.
“two two”}, male {Heb. “zakar”} and female {Heb. “neqebah”}, as Elohim had commanded Noah.] 10It came about
after the seven days, that the water of the flood were upon the earth. 11[In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the
second month, on the seventeenth day of the month, on the same day all the fountains of the great deep burst open,
and the windows {i.e. “apertures”; lit. “network”} of the heavens were opened.] 12The rain was upon the earth for
forty days and forty nights.
13

[On the very same day Noah and Shem and Ham and Japheth, the sons of Noah, and Noah’s wife and the three wives
of his sons with them, entered the ark, 14they and every beast after its kind, and all the cattle after its kind, and every
creeping thing that creeps on the earth after its kind, and every bird after its kind, all sorts of birds {lit. “every bird,
every wing”}. 15So they went into the ark to Noah, by twos of all flesh in which was the breath of life. 16Those that
entered, male and female of all flesh, entered as Elohim had commanded him;] and Yahweh closed [it] behind him.
17

[Then the flood was upon the earth for forty days,] and the water increased and lifted up the ark, so that it rose above
the earth. 18[The water prevailed and increased greatly upon the earth, and the ark went on the face of the water.] 19The
water prevailed more and more upon the earth, so that all the high mountains which were under all the heavens were
covered. 20[The water prevailed fifteen cubits higher, and the mountains were covered. 21All flesh that moved on the
earth perished, birds and cattle and beasts and every swarming thing that swarms upon the earth, and all mankind;]
22
of all that was on the dry land, all in whose nostrils was the breath of the spirit of life, died. 23Thus He blotted out
all existence that was upon the face of the land, from man to animals to creeping things and to birds of the heavens,
and they were blotted out from the earth; and only Noah was left, together with those that were with him in the ark.
24
[The water prevailed upon the earth one hundred and fifty days.]

{Genesis 8 – The Flood Subsides}
1

[But Elohim remembered Noah and all the beasts and all the cattle that were with him in the ark; and Elohim caused
a wind to pass over the earth, and the water subsided. 2Also the fountains of the deep and the windows of the heavens
were closed,] and the rain from the sky was restrained; 3and the water receded steadily from the earth, [and at the end
of one hundred and fifty days the water decreased. 4In the seventh month, on the seventeenth day of the month, the
ark rested upon the mountains of Ararat. 5The water decreased steadily until the tenth month; in the tenth month, on
the first day of the month, the tops of the mountains became visible.]
6

Then it came about at the end of forty days, that Noah opened the window of the ark which he had made; 7[and he
sent out a raven, and it went out, going and returning until the water was dried up from upon the earth.] 8Then he sent
out a dove from him, to see if the water was abated from the face of the land; 9but the dove found no resting place for
the sole of her foot, so she returned to him into the ark, for the water was on the face of all the earth. Then he put out

his hand and took her, and brought her into the ark to himself. 10So he waited yet another seven days; and again he
sent out the dove from the ark. 11The dove came to him toward the time of evening, and behold, in her mouth was a
freshly picked olive leaf. So Noah knew that the water was abated from the earth. 12Then he waited yet another seven
days, and sent out the dove; but she did not return to him again.
13

[Now it came about in the six hundred and first year, in the first [month], on the first of the month, the water was
dried up from upon the earth.] Then Noah removed the covering of the ark, and looked, and behold, the face of the
ground was dried up. 14[In the second month, on the twenty-seventh day of the month, the earth was dry. 15Then
Elohim spoke to Noah, saying, 16“Go out of the ark, you and your wife and your sons and your sons’ wives with you.
17
Bring out with you every living thing of all flesh that is with you, birds and animals and every creeping thing that
creeps on the earth, that they may swarm abundantly on the earth, and be fruitful and multiply on the earth.” 18So
Noah went out, and his sons and his wife and his sons’ wives with him. 19Every beast, every creeping thing, and every
bird, everything that moves on the earth, went out according to their kind {or “families”} from the ark.]
20

Then Noah built an altar to Yahweh, and took of every clean animal and of every clean bird and offered burnt
offerings on the altar. 21Yahweh smelled the soothing aroma; and Yahweh said to His heart, “I will never again curse
the ground on account of man, for the intent {or “inclination”} of man’s heart is evil from his youth; and I will never
again smite every living thing, as I have done.
22
“While the earth remains,
Seedtime and harvest,
And cold and heat,
And summer and winter,
And day and night
Shall not cease.”

As seen in the Biblical narrative of Joseph’s Betrayal into Egypt, this lengthier synopsis similarly
comprises two distinct, yet nearly complete accounts of Noah’s Flood! Indeed, just as the Joseph
tradition of ancient E was synopsized with latter J (in the formation of JE), the original Diluvial
myth of J was synopsized with a P alternative (in the formation of JEP). Finally being unraveled
from JEP, note some of the numerous parallel plot elements surrounding Noah:
Plot Elements
God sees corruption on earth.
God says he will destroy
everything on earth.

Noah is righteous in
generation(s).
God tells Noah he will bring
a flood on the earth that will
destroy everything.

God commands Noah and his
family to enter an ark.

Original J Version
Yahweh saw that the wickedness of
man was great on the earth…
Yahweh said, “I will blot out man
whom I have created from the face
of the land, from man to animals to
creeping things and to birds of the
heavens.”
Noah found favor in the eyes of
Yahweh. … Yahweh said to Noah,
“…you I have seen righteous before
Me in this generation.”
Yahweh said to Noah, “…I will
send rain on the earth forty days
and forty nights; and I will blot out
from the face of the land every
living thing that I have made.”
Yahweh said to Noah, “Enter the
ark, you and all your household.”

Alternate P Version
Elohim looked on the earth, and
behold, it was corrupt…
Elohim said, “The end of all flesh
has come before Me; … behold, I
am about to destroy them with the
earth.”
Noah was a righteous man, perfect
in his generations; Noah walked
with Elohim.
Elohim said to Noah, “…Behold, I,
even I am bringing the flood of
water upon the earth, to destroy all
flesh in which is the breath of life,
from under heaven; everything that
is on the earth shall perish.”
Elohim said to Noah, “…you shall
enter the ark—you and your sons

and your wife, and your sons’ wives
with you.”
Elohim said to Noah, “…of every
living thing of all flesh, you shall
bring two of every [kind] into the
ark; they shall be male and female."
… Of clean animals and animals
that are not clean...there went into
the ark to Noah by twos, male and
female, as Elohim had commanded
Noah.
Thus Noah did; according to all
that Elohim had commanded him.

God commands Noah
concerning how many
animals to bring into the ark.

Yahweh said to Noah, “…You shall
take to you of every clean animal by
sevens, a male and his female; and
of the animals that are not clean
two, a male and his female.”

Noah obeys all of God’s
commands.
Noah and his family enter the
ark.

Noah did according to all that
Yahweh had commanded him.

The flood is on earth for
some time.
Everything on earth dies.

The rain was upon the earth for
forty days and forty nights.

On the very same day Noah and
Shem and Ham and Japheth, the
sons of Noah, and Noah’s wife and
the three wives of his sons with
them, entered the ark.
The water prevailed upon the earth
one hundred and fifty days.

All that was on the dry land died.
Thus He blotted out all existence
that was upon the face of the land,
from man to animals to creeping
things and to birds of the heavens.
The rain from the sky was
restrained; and the water receded
steadily from the earth. … Then it
came about at the end of forty
days…
The water was abated from the
earth. … The face of the ground
was dried up.

All flesh that moved on the earth
perished, birds and cattle and
beasts and every swarming thing
that swarms upon the earth, and all
mankind.
At the end of one hundred and fifty
days the water decreased. … The
water decreased steadily until…the
tops of the mountains became
visible.
The water was dried up from upon
the earth. … The water was dried
up from upon the earth.

The flood recedes from the
earth after some time.

The earth becomes dry.

Then Noah and his sons and his
wife and his sons’ wives with him
entered the ark because of the
water of the flood.

How these and other repetitions in the combined narrative reveal two underlying storylines is
uncanny. From beginning to end, almost the entire progression of the Flood scenario exhibits
doublets in plot development – one Yahwist; the other Priestly. Note the particularly repetitious
nature of the closing accounts concerning the earth becoming dry. This is borne out of a doublet
tradition concerning Noah sending out a certain bird:
NOAH SENDS A RAVEN (P; Gen. 8:7)

NOAH SENDS A DOVE (J; Gen. 8:8-12)

And {Noah} sent out a raven, and it went out, going and
returning until the water was dried up from upon the earth.

Then {Noah} sent out a dove from him, to see if the
water was abated from the face of the land…

The present Scriptural arrangement now suggests Noah (while trying to ascertain whether the earth
had dried) sent out both a raven (P) and a dove (J). The now-prefacing and abridging Priestly
recapitulation of “went out, going and returning until the water was dried up” creates an odd echo
in structural continuity, as Noah – in the very next verse – does not yet know if the earth was dry.
The original Yahwist dove account continues its lengthier narration of the bird twice going-andreturning to the ark, until Noah discovers what the Priestly raven account has already revealed!

For a more telling example, consider the doublet accounts of God’s commandment concerning
which animals should board the ark. The reader will note these bear all the signs of having two
separate authors whose stories were anciently synopsized by a third hand (i.e. the redactor of JEP):
SIGNS OF SYNOPSIS
YAHWIST (J)
PRIESTLY (P)
Multiple Names for God “Yahweh said to Noah …
“Elohim said to Noah …
Noah did according to all that
Noah did; according to all that
Yahweh had commanded him.” Elohim had commanded him.”
Plot Redundancy
Yahweh/Elohim twice commands Noah concerning the same subject
Unique Hebrew Root
Yahweh twice refers to, “a male Elohim & Priestly narration refer
Vocabulary
and his female”
to, “male and female”
{ ִאישׁish} & { ִאשָּׁ הishah}
{ ָזכָרzakar} & { נְ קֵ בָ הneqebah}
Corresponding
earlier in J, ish & ishah are
earlier in P, when Elohim creates
Linguistic Parallel
defined, and Adam & Eve are
Adamkind, they are likewise
likewise called, “the man and
called, “male and female”
his woman” {ishah}
{zakar & neqebah}
Ideological Opposition
Yahweh commands Noah: “You Elohim commands Noah: “of
shall take to you of every clean every living thing of all flesh,
animal by sevens {lit. “seven
you shall bring two of every
seven”}; and of the animals that [kind] into the ark.” Later, both
are not clean two … also of the clean & unclean animals “went
birds of the heavens, by
into the ark by twos {lit. “two
sevens.” {lit. “seven seven”}
two”} … as Elohim had
commanded Noah.”
Due to the present synopsis, many Bible readers overlook how two animals of each kind enter the
ark “as Elohim commanded” – immediately after Yahweh commanded for seven pairs of certain
animals. The concept of what is designated “for food” or “good to eat” / “clean” now proves a
recurring and corresponding theme in both the J & P pre-historical narratives. Other recurring
vocabulary and corresponding thematic concerns throughout the two Flood accounts include:
“after its/their kind”, “be fruitful and multiply”, “all flesh…perished” & “the deep” { ְתּהוֹםtehom}
(P); “blott(ed) out”, “Adam on the adamah” & “in nostrils…the breath of life” { נִ ְשׁמַ ת חַ יִּ יםnishmath
chayim} (J).48 Note also the familiar Priestly tendency towards figures & dates, such as: “the
length of the ark three hundred cubits, its breadth fifty cubits, and its height thirty cubits” & “in
the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the month…”
48

A particularly noticeable shift in vocabulary may be witnessed between Genesis 7:21 & 7:22, where “all flesh that
moved on the earth perished { ָגּוַעgava}” (P) and, again, “all that was on the dry land…died { מוּתmuth}” (J). Not only
does the story feature consecutive accounts of the death of all on earth, but such redundancies feature the characteristic
vocabulary of their respective authors. That only P uses the root for “perished,” while J uses the root for “died,” may
go easily overlooked as popular English translations (e.g. the King James Bible) often render both words: “died.”
Furthermore, the unique vocabulary & themes of the Flood accounts also correspond to the Creation accounts of their
respective authors. For example, “the fountains of the great deep { ְתהוֹםtehom} burst open, and the windows of the
heavens were opened” (Genesis 7:11; P). Both expressions specifically refer to the P Creation in which the watery
“deep” was separated by a firmament, creating “waters which were below” and “waters which were above.” (Genesis
1:1,2,6-8). Contrariwise, in the very next verse (7:12; J) there is simply 40 days and 40 nights of “rain.”

Such contrasting literary nuances abound within the twofold Flood narratives, enabling an even
greater familiarity and recognition of both J & P dispersed throughout Genesis, Exodus and
Numbers. Furthermore, just as the Elohist text suffered the most liberal redaction during the
formation of JE, it will continue to be evidenced how the Yahwist text is now the more heavily
edited within JEP. In other words, while E was first overshadowed during its synopsis with the
more favorable J text, JE would be semi-eclipsed with the more favorable P during a succeeding
(likely post-Exilic) generation of Biblical redaction. This has already been seen in the subtle way
the significance of Naamah (Tubal-Cain’s sister) goes unwritten in surviving portions of scripture
(J; Ch. 4) – just as Noah’s nativity appears lifted out of its original J context and placed into the
Book of the Generations of Adam (P; Ch. 5).
Here also in the Flood accounts, this redactive favoritism is evident as the only significant pieces
of either story to appear missing are the J account of God commanding an ark be built … and the
J account of Noah’s ancestry.49 Once again, the subtly unwritten significance of Noah’s nativity
comes to bear (and, indeed, the very reason why God chooses to save Noah), as P appears to cast
the ambiguous J familial portrait of the Diluvial Patriarch in a new light:
J – ON NOAH’S GOOD-STANDING WITH GOD – P
Noah found favor in the eyes of Yahweh.
Yahweh said to Noah, “…you I have seen righteous
before Me in this generation.”

Noah walked with Elohim.
Noah was a righteous man, {Heb. ish} perfect in his
generations.

Note carefully how the Yahwist “this generation” has become the Priestly “his generations.” This
latter reassessment of Noah’s generational perfection has inspired various translations including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

These are the generations of Noe {Noah}.
Noe was a righteous man and uncorrupt in his time. {Tyndale Bible; 1531}
These [are] the generations of Noah:
Noah was a just man [and] perfect in his generations. {King James Version; 1611}
This is the history of Noah.
Noah was a just man, perfect amongst his generations. {Darby Bible; 1890}
These, are the generations of Noah,
Noah was a righteous man, blameless in his generations. {Rotherham's Emphasized Bible; 1902}
This is the account of Noah and his family.
Noah was a righteous man, blameless among the people of his time. {New International Version; 1973}
These are [the records of] the generations of Noah.
Noah was a righteous man, blameless in his time. {New American Standard Bible; 1995}

Curiously, two different Hebrew words in this verse (6:9) are often both translated “generations.”
Also widely rendered “history” / “account” and “(people of his) time,” here both words are
nevertheless plural. Additionally, the word variously translated “perfect,” “uncorrupt” or
“blameless” is a term the Priestly author will regularly use of sacrificial animals, commonly styled,
49

Genesis chapter 7 proves most difficult to disassemble, as the J account appears particularly incongruous &
displaced in the effort to integrate it with P. Note for example the odd Yahwistic shift: “And Yahweh closed [it] behind
him,” (7:16b) which now comes immediately after prefacing Priestly material following an even earlier declaration:
“The rain was upon the earth for forty days and forty nights” (7:12).

“without blemish.” With a greater understanding of both authors’ corresponding thematic
concerns, the Hebrew vocabulary and surrounding narrative context will demonstrate this Priestly
qualifying detail is concerning the integrity of Noah’s lineage (i.e. his family pedigree). While
noting the following first line may be Priestly-inspired redaction,50 the literal Hebrew reads:

אֵ לֶּה

תּוֹלְ דֹ ת

ַנֹ ח

these

descendants (generational-proceedings)

Noah

ַנֹ ח

ִאישׁ

צַ ִדּיק

תָּ ִמים

הָ יָה

בְּ דֹ רֹ תָ יו

Noah

a-man
(extant-male)

just / righteous

whole / complete
(entire / intact)

exist / be

in/according-to/by
his-periods

DISTINGUISHING THE TWO FLOODS: PART II
(THE “NEPHILIM” OR FALLEN ONES)
“BE FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY … BE FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY”
The aptly chosen “whole” / “complete” { תָּ ִמיםtamim} divulges a responsive Priestly concern for
Noah’s family heritage. While J presented Noah with personal integrity (i.e. “righteous in this
period”), P further rescues Noah from a perceived multi-generational lack of integrity. More
specifically, the Priestly Noah was not only a “righteous man,” but literally, “complete according
to his periods” (i.e. all his generations were intact). To fully understand this difficult Hebrew
expression, the context which inspired it must be examined. To this end, consider how the original
Yahwist Flood account characteristically opens with yet another infamous & legendary encounter:
{J} The sons of Elohim saw that the daughters of men {Heb. adam} were good; and they took wives for themselves,
whomever they chose. Then Yahweh said, “My Spirit shall not strive with man {Heb. adam} forever, because he also
is flesh; therefore his days shall be one hundred and twenty years.”51

Just as a mysterious “Serpent” beguiled Eve, resulting in the conception & birth of two opposing
seed-lines (namely, the Serpent’s seed & the Woman’s seed), the Yahwist author once again
advances the sweeping theme of dichotomous seed-lines: the sons of Elohim & the daughters of
Adam. As typical, the ambiguity of the present text is sufficient to inspire much debate over just
who these two groupings represent. Many have interpreted בנֵי־הָ ֱא ִהים
ְ {bene haElohim}, literally
“sons of the gods,” as a reference to divine beings.52 Indeed, in affirmation of the Serpent’s words
50

The introductory, “These are the generations of Noah,” (Genesis 6:9a) may be the characteristic work of a redactor,
sewing together the immediately previous (J) and subsequent (P) Flood material. Note the similarly styled, “These
are the generations of the heavens and the earth when they were created” (Genesis 2:4a), connecting the previous (P)
and subsequent (J) Creation accounts. Both function as genealogical framework for a synopsized story and appear as
literary or stylistic extensions from the Priestly, “This is the book of the generations of Adam” (Genesis 5:1).
51

52

Genesis 6:2,3

The mysterious expression or title “the sons of Elohim” { בְ נֵי־הָ ֱא הִ יםbene haElohim} found in Genesis 6:2,4 has
from ancient times been interpreted as reference to beings of a certain divine nature (that is, distinct from Adam-man).
This is suggested by the immediate contextual contrast of these sons of “God” with the daughters of “man;”

to Eve, Yahweh was earlier depicted addressing certain attending divine beings: “Behold, the man
{Heb. Adam} has become like one of Us.” Note the next verse here in chapter 6 – seemingly out
of original sequence – appears to advance this same subject of Yahweh’s concern over Adamman’s mortality, limiting the human lifespan to 120 years. (Curiously by contrast, the Priestly
author in the interleaving previous and next chapters records a god-like longevity of Adam and the
Sethites, living up to more than 900 years!) The Yahwist story resumes:
{J} The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and also afterward, when the sons of Elohim came in to the
daughters of men {Heb. adam}, and they bore [children] to them. Those were the mighty men {Heb. giborim} who
[were] of old, men {Heb. anshe} of renown {Heb. haShem}.53

This verse is grammatically rich. Not only is the reader abruptly introduced to persons
mysteriously called, “the Fallen Ones” { הַ נְּ פִלִ יםhaNephilim}, but no less than three different
Hebrew words are each here commonly translated, “men:”
Root Word:

{ אָ דָ םadam}

{ גִֹּבּרgibbor}

{ ֱאֹנושׁenosh}

Translation:
Category:
Significance
in
Biblical
Narratives

“ruddy…man/men”
complexion (appearance)
This word may be singular
or plural. When singular,
it may refer to the
individual (i.e. Adam) or,
more commonly, a person
(by implication, “son of
Adam,” of “Adam-kind”).
When plural, it may refer

“mighty…man/men”
character (strength)
The above plural form
of gibbor is gibborim.
The word gibbor
literally denotes “one
who is strong / mighty
/ brave” and is used of
human character (as

“mortal…man/men”
mortality (weakness)
Derived from the root
{ אָ נוּשׁanash} meaning “to
be weak / sick / frail.” Its
contracted form is ִאישׁ
{ish}. The word enosh
may be singular or plural.
It is used of human
mortality and literally

furthermore, later Biblical usage suggests a divine or even angelic title. Note: “Now there was a day when the sons
of Elohim came to present themselves before Yahweh, and Satan also came among them” (Job 1:6; see also Job 2:1;
38:7). Note also in the Aramaic portions of the Book of Daniel the title “a son of [the] gods” { בַּ ר־ ֱאלָהִ יןbar elahin},
likened to an “angel” {malak} (3:24-28), appears further juxtaposed to the title “a son of man” { בַּ ר ֱאנָשׁbar enash}
(7:13), indicating a mortal. (See also the corresponding Hebrew portions; e.g. 8:17; 10:16,18.) The similarly
apocalyptic, extra-biblical Book of Enoch (i.e. 1 Enoch), largely develops both concepts of the divine Sons of God
(i.e. “the Sons of Heaven”) & the Son of Man, recounting the events of Genesis 6:2,4 as follows:
“And it came to pass when the children of men had multiplied that in those days were born unto them beautiful and
comely daughters. And the angels, the children of the heaven, saw and lusted after them, and said to one another:
'Come, let us choose us wives from among the children of men and beget us children.' … And all the others together
with them took unto themselves wives, and each chose for himself one, and they began to go in unto them and to defile
themselves with them… And they became pregnant, and they bare great giants…” {From Enoch 6,7; R.H. Charles}
The interpretive developments in these popular texts inspired New Testament material such as John 5:27; 1
Corinthians 11:7-10; 1 Peter 3:19,20; 2 Peter 2:1-10; Jude 6-8,14,15. (Note Jude 14,15 features a direct quote from 1
Enoch.) Also, certain Septuagint MSS conceptually translate the Hebrew “sons of God” into the Greek “angels of
God” at Genesis 6:2. Furthermore, popular English translations (e.g. the King James Bible) render the word
“nephilim” as “giants” at Genesis 6:4. Concerning the vast subject of divine beings or angels cohabitating with women
(including the Serpent and the Woman Eve) much is to be gleaned from varying Biblical & extra-biblical texts.
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Genesis 6:4

to male & female. The description, “strong,”
word
adam
literally “mighty,” “valiant”).
denotes “one who shows
blood” or “to flush” and is
used of human complexion
(as description, “ruddy”).

denotes “one who is
mortal.” The word ish
denotes “male being” or
“husband” as its feminine
form “ishah” denotes
“woman” or “wife.”54

Consider therefore the scene of mixed marriage that the Yahwist author presents in relating these
Nephilim (“Fallen Ones”) and Gibborim (“Mighty Ones”) to children borne of the union between
the “sons of Elohim” & the “daughters of Adam”. Furthermore, their adulterous offspring is
categorized as { אַ נְ שֵׁ י הַ שֵּׁ םAnshe HaShem}, meaning, “Enosh-kind of Shem” (often lit. “men of
renown/fame”). Each of these categories for mankind comes to bear, as the individual characters
“Adam,” “Enosh” and “Shem” all figure into the Book of the Generations of Adam, used by the
Priestly author to present a complete Sethian seed-line! Note carefully the first generations
according to P:
Elohim  Adam  Seth  Enosh  Kenan …
Therefore it may be understood how descriptive names like “Adam” & “Enosh” are not solely
individuals, but Hebrew anthropological categorizations, allegorically used by P to genealogically
establish “Seth” – who (like Cain in J) is also an anthropomorphism for deity. More pointedly,
according to P, Seth is both the son of man (ruddy-Adamic) and the father of men (mortalsEnoshic). Furthermore, while Adam was made in the image and likeness of Elohim (1:26,27;
5:1,2), Seth was begotten in the likeness and image of Adam (5:3). Thus, a patriarchal order of
descent (i.e. “periods”) is here established, beginning with Elohim creating a God-like Adam-Man,
fathering an Adam-like Seth, fathering mortal Enosh-Man, fathering Kenan…
This Sethian-Priestly “very good” system of generations in which God creates patriarchal Mankind
after his own likeness – who in turn procreate (i.e. “multiply”) after their own kind – emerged as
the general structure or literary framework of the entire compilation of Genesis. Nevertheless, the
arcane matriarchal tradition of the Cainite-Yahwist lingers between lines of synopsized text, as
that original story (indeed, what inspired the P revision) was written from a much different
perspective. 55 While P presents Noah as being emphatically “perfect in his generations” as the

54
For further research consult Strong, James, [Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible; 1890] The New
Strong's Exhaustive Concordance: With Main Concordance, Appendix to the Main Concordance, Hebrew and
Aramaic Dictionary of the Old Testament, Greek Dictionary of the New Testament, Hebrew entry for “Adam” #121
& #120 from #119, for “gibbor” #1368 from #1397, for “Enosh” #583 & #582 from #605, and for “ish” #376
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1995).

As previously noted, while adam, enosh, gibbor & ish are variously used of humans, “ish” is reserved for divine
beings. (See endnote on adam (above) & the corresponding endnote in Chapter Two, concerning adam, enosh & ish.)
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The genealogical material used by the Priestly author in Genesis 5 (namely, “The book of the generations of Adam”)
not only appears mimicked by the redactor of JEP but also dispersed throughout the Genesis compilation. (Compare
Genesis 2:4a; 5:1-32; 7:6; 9:28,29; 11:10b-26,32a.) The responsive P textual tradition was granted the “final word,”
not only in the historical sense of being the last of the major authors of the Tetrateuch, but also in compositionally
being favored over JE by the redactor JEP. This is especially how the arcane matriarchal tradition of the Kenite-

rest of “all flesh had corrupted their way upon the earth,”56 the character of Noah seemingly
appears out of nowhere in the surviving portions of J. Categorically, J records the generations of
Cain (the Kenite story’s hero), yet Noah is not included among these Cainites. As outlined in the
last chapter, a Yahwist reference to Noah’s nativity appears lifted out of its original context and
inserted into the Priestly Book of the Generations of Adam:
{J} Now {Lamech} called his name Noah, saying, “This one will comfort us in our work and from the toil of our
hands from the ground which Yahweh has cursed.”57

Keeping in mind that Elohim never cursed the ground in P, this remnant of Noah’s significance in
J still begs the question: how did Noah bring comfort from Yahweh’s ground-related curses upon
either Adam or Cain? Due to the redactive favoritism toward P in JEP, the answer is no longer
obvious. Nevertheless, that portions of J concerning Noah have seemingly been removed suggests
they were irreconcilable with the latter P account of a Sethian Noahide significance. (This
phenomenon was evidenced earlier as portions of E concerning Abraham, Isaac and Jacob suffered
heavy emendation in the formation of JE.) Only after careful analysis, the contextual sense
originally intended by the Cainite-Yahwist in the preceding Noahide account may be deduced.
There, according to J, Noah was formerly introduced as one of the “sons of Elohim” – or related
“Nephilim” – who intermarried (i.e. adulterated) with the humble “daughters of Adam.”
LATENT & RECURRING LITERARY THEMES ORIGINAL TO J
the “Woman” (Eve) associated with Yahweh the “Serpent” associated with the Elohim
1. Eve the first to invoke Yahweh (4:1); the Serpent – unique in J text – references Elohim (3:1)
2. the name “Eve” { חַ וָּהChVH/Chawah} reflects the Kenite “Jehovah” { יהוהYHVH/Yahweh};

Yahwist became obscured – buried underneath the outermost favored layer of revisionary P text, making for a more
cohesive synopsis of traditions.
Despite the pervasive Kenite emphases of an earlier Yahwist epic, the phenomenon of a featured post-Diluvian Sethian
lineage taking priority in the shared literary tradition of the Bible is repeatedly evidenced in the forcibly skewed yet
popularly rich reinterpretations in Genesis:
For example: while a conceptual development in which “becoming like Elohim” or “like one of Us” was negatively
conceived in Eve by the beguiling Elohistic Serpent in J, ironically, in P it is “Elohim” who creates goodly Adamkind
“in Our image, according to Our likeness,” ultimately resulting in the popularly shared tradition that Seth was the
newly appointed “seed” of the Woman, who was in the image of Adam, who was in the image of “Yahweh Elohim.”
A following example: while a conceptual development in which “the sons of Elohim” intermarried & conceived in
“the daughters of Adam” was a reference to another fallen race, strangely Elohistic (thus, non-Adamic & non-Cainite)
in J, ironically, in P the only other race is the favored Adamite Sethites, ultimately resulting in the popularly shared
tradition that Cain’s evil line died in the Flood, while Seth’s good line is recorded with god-like longevity of life.
Such intricately woven layers of enigmatic literary tradition engendered both fascination and confusion over the
significance of opposing seed-lines: the Woman’s Seed vs. Serpent’s Seed, Cain & Abel, the Sons of God vs. Daughters
of men, Noah & Naamah, along with apocryphal notions of otherworldly Demigods and/or menacing Fallen Angels.
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the Serpent { נָחָ שׁNachash} reflects the Israelite icon “Nehushtan” { נְ ח ְֻשׁתָּ ןNechushtan}58
the “woman’s seed” typified as “Cain”
the “serpent’s seed” typified as “Abel”
“Cain” denotes lit. “Possession” (i.e. “I {Eve} have gotten a man”); “Abel” is merely “vanity”
Cain expressly represents Yahweh
Abel represents an Elohim (El/Baal)
Eve identifies Cain as “Yahweh” (4:1) & the “Yahweh” mark/oath is placed on Cain (4:15);
[later, in the Book of the Generations of Adam (P), Seth – who typifies Baal – replaces Abel]
the Kenites (sons of Cain) are of Yahweh
non-Kenites (e.g. Sethites) are of Elohim
Kenites repeatedly invoke “Yahweh” for their protection among another race (i.e. Israelites);
the “sons of Elohim” (6:2,4) are the primordial progenitors of another race (i.e. non-Kenites)
woman’s seed crushes serpent’s head
serpent bruises heel of woman’s seed
Cain kills Abel (head of another race, [a.k.a. Seth]) & Kenites kill Israelite kings (heads of state)
[later, the Judahite king Hezekiah destroys the brass serpent Israelite religious icon Nehushtan];
Jacob (i.e. Israel) grasps Esau’s (i.e. Edom’s) heel, usurping a southern birthright and blessing
the sons of Ham (e.g. Hamathite Canaanites) the sons of Shem (e.g. Shemite Israelites)
Canaanites are “Nethinim” (given); Shemites (i.e. “men of HaShem”) are “Nephilim” (fallen)
Such allegory initially intended by the Kenite-Yahwist author further included pieces now missing
from an increasingly enigmatic Biblical story – ambiguously abridged to make room for latter
generations of favored tradition and collective reinterpretation. Particularly, Noah’s family
heritage in J (i.e. his significance in relation to the Kenite seed-line) has been subtly passed over
as it proved irreconcilable with the P vision of a patriarchal and racially “whole” Sethite seed-line.
Finally, it is in this scene of mixed marriage between the sons of Elohim and the daughters of
Adam where Noah’s significance finds its relation to the uncredited Kenite matriarch – Naamah:
Two Seed-Lines
A Patriarchal Elohistic Seed
Genesis 3:15
“thy seed” (the Serpent’s seed)
Genesis 6:2,4
“the sons of Elohim”

A Matriarchal Yahwistic Seed
“her seed” (the Woman’s seed)
“the daughters of Adam”

Taking original authorial intent into account, the J distinction of two seed-lines sweeps into an
analogous account of Noah, where the God-like title “sons of Elohim” is an extension of the seed
of the Serpent (literarily associated with Elohim). Similarly, the matriarchal tradition of the
Kenites is expressed in “daughters of Adam,” carrying the seed of the Woman (Yahweh’s
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The official Judahite royal account of King Hezekiah’s iconoclastic reforms in 2 Kings 18:4 includes a reference to
the “Nehushtan” { נְ ח ְֻשׁתָּ ןNechushtan} adding, “Until those days the sons of Israel burned incense to it.” A reference
to the mysterious bronze serpent that Moses made (Numbers 21:4b-9; E), Nehushtan has been literally translated,
“[Thing] of Brass” from the word { נְ חֹ שֶׁ תnechosheth}, meaning copper or bronze. Nevertheless, it also bears the
denotative significance of “serpent” { נָחָ שׁnachash}. Aside from the Israelite significance of the serpentine religious
icon mentioned in Northern Elohist text, it should also be noted that the “Nachash” is particularly significant in the
Elohist Mosaic tradition. For example, Moses’ staff was to miraculously become a nachash in JE (Exodus 4:1-5,17);
however, now Aaron’s staff ultimately becomes a { תַּ נִּ יןtannin} in P (Exodus 7:9-12). (Note both words are commonly
rendered “serpent,” often impeding authorial distinction.) Thus in response to the Elohist & Israelite nachash (or
nechushtan) of Moses, the Kenite Yahwist text introduced an Elohistic & antagonistic nachash (Genesis 3), which, in
turn, caused the responsive Aaronite text (featuring instead Aaron’s staff) to further change nachash to tannin!
That King Hezekiah of Judah is said to have destroyed this religious symbol (a nachash of nechosheth), simultaneously
calls to mind the Yahwist animosity against the Baal-Seth religious tradition in Israel, and the Yahwist sentiment that
the Woman’s seed would crush the Serpent’s head (Genesis 3:15).

embodiment). Notably, Naamah is the only such “daughter of Adam” mentioned in J, and it is her
specific marital relationship to Noah’s family (i.e. both Naamah’s & Noah’s joint significance
within Kenite-Yahwist context) which has been removed from the original story.
In short, the Yahwist depicted Noah as an Elohistic stranger, who – within context of intermarriage
– brought the Kenitess Naamah aboard the Ark, thus salvaging the race of Cain from the Great
Deluge. Afterwards, the post-Diluvian Kenites resurface through arcane matriarchal lines of
descent in a sweeping Yahwist theme of the seed of the Woman – from Eve to Naamah to the
Kenitess Rahab and the Rechabite Hivites (lit. “sons of Eve”), to King Rehoboam (lit. “people of
Rahab”), the son of another foreign woman pointedly named Naamah! Contrariwise, the P
revision would lead its reader to believe that the race of Cain “perished” in the Great Deluge along
with “all flesh [which] had corrupted their way,” as Elohim selectively spared the family of Noah
– the Adamic patriarch who was “perfect in his generations.” (That is, the Priestly Noah was
emphatically unassociated with mixed-marriage, being neither the product nor practitioner
thereof.)
How Noah brought the “Comfort” or “Rest” of his namesake may also finally be understood after
the accounts original to J and supplemented by P are carefully distinguished. In yet another show
of ambiguity, the Yahwist author makes mention of Ham, one of Noah’s three sons, engaging in
some form of sexual indignity against his father.59 Ham’s discernibly understated act results in
Noah’s curse, curiously, on a certain son of Ham – Canaan:
{J} So {Noah} said,
“Cursed be Canaan;
A servant of servants
He shall be to his brothers.”
He also said,
“Blessed be Yahweh,
The Elohim of Shem;
And let Canaan be his servant.
“May Elohim enlarge {Heb. yafet} Japheth,
And let him dwell in the tents of Shem;
And let Canaan be his servant.”60

Conspicuously rare amid Yahwist text, although Yahweh is invoked in Canaan’s curse to serve his
brothers, both Shem and Japheth are still literarily associated with Elohim. As with the story of
Cain’s curse promoting and explaining Kenite (e.g. Rechabite & Rahabite) cohabitation with Israel
and Judah, here the Yahwist author composed another parallel allegory reflecting the social
59

Compare Genesis 9:20-24 (J) & Leviticus 18:7,8 (P). Note the post-redactive ambiguity with possible original
euphemism. That Ham denotes “Father-in-Law” and Hamoth “Mother-in-Law” (matrilineally suggestive of Canaan’s
offspring; Genesis 10:18) is likely not coincidence, as Naamah’s significance in matriarchally preserving the Cainite
line is hereafter obscured. See also the corresponding endnotes on 1 Chronicles 2:55.
Similarly, the onomastic parallel between the post-redactive favored son, Shem, and the Yahwist reference connecting
the “sons of Elohim” and “Nephilim” to the “men of haShem” (Genesis 6:2,4) appears likewise without coincidence.
(See also the corresponding endnote (above) on the sons of Elohim.)
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situation at the time of authorship. Now the story of Canaan’s curse serves to promote and explain
the indigenous Canaanites (lit. “sons of Canaan”) proximate to Israel and Judah in their capacity
as “servants.” Consider the Yahwist-inspired recurring literary theme in broader context:
Noah maritally related to Naamah the Kenitess.
Noah designates Canaan a servant of servants.

Solomon marries Naamah the Ammonitess.
Solomon enslaves the Canaanites.

Therefore, just as Yahweh had twice issued ground-related curses (upon Adam & Cain), the
“Comfort/Rest” that Noah enacts is twofold. First, Adam’s toil from a cursed ground is comforted
by establishing a Canaanite servant class. Simultaneously, the fugitive and vagabond Cain finds
rest from his wandering via the Nephilim (i.e. Naamah’s inclusion by marital role) – and,
ironically, via the Nethinim (i.e. Canaan’s acceptance by servile role). Once again, a
contemporary Kenite-Yahwist social order is introduced by these pre-historical allegories:

Such anachronisms reminiscent of present-day Judahite society are a literary habit especially
characteristic of the J author. (This phenomenon was first examined in how the Yahwist Abraham
is aware of the name “Yahweh,” while the Priestly Abraham knows only of “El Shaddai.”)
Comparing the Yahwist & Priestly Noahs yields no exception, as both of these Flood accounts
project ideologies of the same two opposing seed-lines, represented by their respective authors (a
Kenite Scribe & an Aaronite Priest). Consider the following related examples:
Anachronistic Ideology of Yahwist Scribe
Revisionary Ideology of Aaronite Priest
Noah (aware of “clean” versus “unclean” Noah (vegetarian since Elohim’s dietary
distinctions of meats) takes 7 pair of clean dictate to Adam) takes only 2 of all flesh
animals aboard the Ark, as Yahweh instructs.
aboard the Ark, as Elohim instructs.

Upon exiting the Ark, Noah builds “an altar to Upon exiting the Ark, Noah receives a new
Yahweh” and thereupon makes burnt offerings dictate from Elohim that he may eat the meat
“of every clean animal and every clean bird.”
from all animals & Noah offers no sacrifices.
While the Yahwist Noah (aware of both Yahweh & Yahweh’s instruction) retroactively practices
dietary and sacrificial rituals familiar to an older generation of Kenite Judah, the Priestly author’s
view of ancient patriarchal observances is one of periodic change leading up to the newly
contemporaneous Aaronite priesthood of Judeo-Israel. Accordingly, the Priestly revisions unfold
sequentially:
1. first, a God-like Adamkind were created to be strictly vegetarian (Gen. 1)
2. next, the family of Noah (representing many nations) are allowed to eat any meat (Gen. 9)
3. lastly, the nation of Israel is given instruction to abstain from certain meats ritually deemed
“unclean” alongside various Priestly sacrificial ordinances (Lev. 11)
Furthermore, none of the ancient patriarchs are depicted offering such sacrifices in P, as they often
do in J (e.g. Cain & Abel, Noah, Abraham, etc.). Indeed, after a deathly flood the Yahwist god is
only appeased when “Yahweh smelled the soothing aroma” of burnt flesh from additional clean
animals. The alternate Priestly themes project an author who viewed the abstinence of certain
meats as a purely Israelite distinction (as opposed to other nations),61 and who further regarded
the ritual of burnt offerings as restricted to an official caste (as opposed to family patriarchs) –
namely, the Aaronite office of priesthood! Finally, the Priestly concern for racial purity proves
most pervasive. Motivated out of an increasingly adulterated Judeo-Israelite contemporary
society, themes of lineal integrity and perfection manifest from the beginning of a goodly
Adamkind in an alternate Creation account to the restoration of a corrupted Adamkind in an
alternate Flood account. Compare Elohim’s procreative and dietary dictates to both Adamkind
and Noah’s family:
{P} Elohim blessed them; and Elohim said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it;
and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over every living thing that moves on the earth.”
Then Elohim said, “Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the face of all the earth,
and every tree in which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; it shall be food for you.
And Elohim blessed Noah and his sons and said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth.
The fear of you and the terror of you will be on every beast of the earth and on every bird of the heavens;
with everything that creeps on the ground, and all the fish of the sea, into your hand they are given.
Every moving thing that is alive shall be food for you; I give all to you, as [I gave] the green plant.62

Just as Adamkind (and all other kinds on land, sea, and sky) were by Elohim originally created
and given to procreate after their own kind, now the kind Elohim salvages from a cleansing flood
was necessarily “perfect in his generations.” In other words, Noah was in the image & likeness of
Seth, who was in the image & likeness of Adam, who was in the image & likeness of Elohim.
Indeed for the Priestly author, Noah was chosen to “be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth” –
not because he was one of the strange “sons of Elohim” who adulterated with the Kenite-Yahwist
“daughters of Adam,” but rather because he was an unadulterated son of Adam, the son of Elohim!
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See Leviticus 11:44,45 in context.
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Genesis 1:28,29 & Genesis 9:1-3 (Compare also Genesis 1:26,27 & Genesis 9:6.)

THE TWINS, ESAU & JACOB: PART II
(THE PRIESTLY RESPONSE)
As the recurring structure, vocabulary and emphases typical of a responsive Aaronite-Priestly text
have been found to bridge older gaps of morally and culturally ambiguous Kenite-Yahwist
tradition, the same sort of interleaving between what were originally intended to be separate
accounts may be detected throughout Genesis. While the Elohist and Yahwist textual traditions
read with more plot-driven prose (storyline), the Priestly alternative – especially after its Creation
& Flood accounts – takes on the form of a genealogical record (seedline), supplemented by
succinct recapitulation of events described in JE. Sometimes, the Priestly author takes the license
to include clarifying detail, thereby composing a uniquely Aaronite tradition. Often, such
supplementary elements serve to either promote an alternate Priestly theme or to resolve perceived
obscurities created by the forced textual integration of opposing E & J into JE – the received
tradition and primary source from which the revisionary P depended. Returning to the example of
Esau & Jacob will suffice to explain this phenomenon.
Setting up the story of the twins, the genealogically terse Priestly record informs:
{P} Isaac was forty years old when he took Rebekah, the daughter of Bethuel the Aramean of Paddan-aram, the
sister of Laban the Aramean, to be his wife.63

Note that “Aramean” (i.e. Syrian) is in reference to the original northern peoples from which the
Syro-Israelites emerged. Immediately following this verse (throughout the rest of Genesis 25) is
the J nativity of Esau & Jacob and the J claim of how Jacob coerced his older brother to sell him
the birthright for some bread and lintel stew. The J document continues with its account of Isaac
in Gerar claiming his wife Rebekah was his sister, and Isaac’s covenant with King Abimelech.
Nevertheless, after a full chapter of identifiably Yahwist text, the last two verses in Genesis 26
resume the Priestly record:
{P} When Esau was forty years old he took as wife Judith the daughter of Beeri the Hittite, and Basemath the
daughter of Elon the Hittite; and they were a bitterness of spirit to Isaac and Rebekah.64

Note that “Hittite” (lit. “man of Heth”) is in reference to a descendant of Heth, listed elsewhere as
one of the sons of Canaan.65 Once again, immediately following this verse (throughout Genesis
27) is the J claim of how Jacob, with his mother’s help, deceived his father into giving him the
birthright blessing by masquerading as Esau. Nevertheless, after another full chapter of
identifiably Yahwist text, the very last verse in Genesis 27 once again resumes the Priestly record:
{P} Rebekah said to Isaac, “I am tired {lit. “disgusted”} of my life because of the daughters of Heth; if Jacob
takes a wife from the daughters of Heth, like these, from the daughters of the land, what good will my life be to me?”66
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These last two Priestly details (each found after interleaving J narrative, at the end of Genesis 26
& 27) conversely offer precisely the type of sentiment that the J author would not exhibit. While
the non-Israelite Yahwist seeks to vilify the Israelite Patriarch by suggesting Jacob tricked his way
into receiving a birthright & blessing intended for Esau, the Priestly record now divulges that Esau
adulterated what would have been his birthright with Canaanite wives. In short, while the Yahwist
maligned Jacob in favor of Esau, the Priestly response maligned Esau in favor of Jacob. Thus, the
Priestly alternative offers a clarifying explanation for why Jacob had to receive the birthright, as
his children – the Israelites – would become the only legitimate (i.e. Aramean) heirs. Not only is
Rebekah’s disgust highlighted over Esau’s mixed-marriages with “strange” women, but even his
father Isaac is also said to have been grieved (i.e. with “bitterness of spirit”) over these
Canaanitesses.
By way of contrast, it is important to remember how throughout the Yahwist text, mixed-marriage
with foreign women is a commonplace depiction of an accepted way of life representative of the
matriarchal tradition of the Kenites. Consider the reconstructed example of Noah & Naamah the
Kenitess, or the unabashed account of Judah marrying Bathshua the Canaanitess (and subsequent
Judahites cohabitating with the people of Rahab the Kenitess), or the Judahite King David taking
Bathsheba/Bathshua the Hittite’s wife. Even a latter generation of Kenite-Yahwist scribes, upon
openly depicting King Solomon fathering his heir King Rehoboam (lit. “People of Rahab”) by
Naamah the Ammonitess, offer no commentary or hint that such royal intermarriage was taboo.
Indeed, just as unseemly it would be for an Israelite to compose a story claiming Father Jacob
swindled his way into receiving the birthright & blessing, it is quite out of character for the Kenite
author to relate a Southern Esau’s union with Hittite (i.e. Kenite) women as disgust & bitterness.
That these chapters possess two authors with opposite sentiments becomes increasingly evident as
Genesis 28 continues the Priestly alternative response:
{P} So Isaac called Jacob and blessed him and charged him, and said to him, “You shall not take a wife from the
daughters of Canaan. Arise, go to Paddan-aram, to the house of Bethuel your mother’s father; and from there take to
yourself a wife from the daughters of Laban your mother’s brother. May El Shaddai bless you and make you fruitful
and multiply you, that you may become a company of peoples.67

Note the characteristic theme and vocabulary of the Priestly author. The recurring emphasis on
racial purity is expressed in no uncertain terms: “You shall not take a wife from the daughters of
Canaan.” The typical Priestly name for deity – “El Shaddai” – is invoked along with a familiar
procreative blessing to be “fruitful and multiply” (as seen in the corresponding Creation & Flood
accounts of Genesis 1 & 9). The decidedly Priestly revision continues:
{P} Now Esau saw that Isaac had blessed Jacob and sent him away to Paddan-aram to take to himself a wife from
there, when he blessed him he charged him, saying, “You shall not take a wife from the daughters of Canaan,” and
that Jacob had obeyed his father and his mother and had gone to Paddan-aram. So Esau saw that the daughters of
Canaan displeased in the eyes of his father Isaac; and Esau went to Ishmael, and took for his wife, besides the wives
that he had, Mahalath the daughter of Ishmael, Abraham’s son, the sister of Nebaioth.68
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Important to note are the new circumstances by which the P alternative presents Jacob receiving
Isaac’s blessing. While the Yahwist Jacob deceives his aged and blind father out of the patriarchal
blessing intended for his elder brother Esau, the Priestly Jacob receives this blessing and charge
from his father – because Esau married Canaanite women! Furthermore, while the Yahwist Jacob
flees for Aram to escape Esau’s wrath on account of having stolen Isaac’s blessing, now the
Priestly Jacob’s journey to Laben’s house is in fulfillment of that blessing. Indeed, according to
P, Jacob would fulfill his blessing to be fruitful and multiply, becoming a company of peoples (i.e.
the tribes of Israel), by obeying his father’s charge to take a non-Canaanite, Aramean wife.
Likewise, the Priestly Esau did not lose his birthright over some red lintel stew, but rather by the
grave transgression of adulterating a North Aramean heritage with South Canaanite admixture.
Finally, yet another alternate accounting of Esau’s three wives deserves examination:
{P?} Esau took his wives from the daughters of Canaan: Adah the daughter of Elon the Hittite, and Oholibamah
the daughter of Anah and the granddaughter {lit. “daughter”} of Zibeon the Hivite; also Basemath, Ishmael’s
daughter, the sister of Nebaioth.69

ESAU’S 3 WIVES (Gen. 26:34,35; 28:9)
Judith, d. of Beeri the Hittite
Basemath, d. of Elon the Hittite
Mahalath, d. of Ishmael, s. of Nebaioth

ESAU’S 3 WIVES (Gen. 36:2,3)
Oholibamah, d. of Anah, d. of Zibeon the Hivite
Adah, d. of Elon the Hittite
Basemath, d. of Ishmael, s. of Nebaioth

Thus, the Priestly tradition (or redactor of JEP) has provided a secondary marital and genealogical
record of Esau, in which one Hittitess (daughter of Heth) is replaced with one Hivitess (daughter
of Eve). Furthermore, Basemath the daughter of Elon the Hittite is now listed as the daughter of
Ishmael, sister of Nebaioth. While various explanations have been proposed to explain such
difficult discrepancies, much can be gleaned by examining these names. For example, the Hebrew
text mysteriously appears to list Oholibamah’s mother – Anah – in the stead of a father. This
extraordinarily rare syntax, causing much debate over the centuries,70 further highlights the
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For example the literal Hebrew in Genesis 36:2 reading, “The daughter of Anah, the daughter of Zibeon” is often
translated conceptually, “The daughter of Anah [and] the granddaughter of Zibeon,” thus rendering Anah masculine.
Furthermore, various ancient texts alternatively read, “The daughter of Anah, the son of Zibeon,” once again
circumventing a conspicuously matriarchal reference. The following cited from Orr, James, M.A., D.D., General
Editor, [International Standard Bible Encyclopedia; 1915], entry for “Anah” by H.J. Wolf (emphasis added):
ANAH (meaning uncertain; a Horite clan-name):
(1) Mother of Aholibamah, one of the wives of Esau and daughter of Zibeon (compare Genesis 36:2,14,18,25). The
Septuagint, the Samaritan Pentateuch, and the Peshitta read “son,” identifying this Anah with number 3 (see below).
(2) Son of Seir, the Horite, and brother of Zibeon; one of the chiefs of the land of Edom (compare Genesis 36:20,21
= 1 Chronicles 1:38). Seir is elsewhere the name of the land (compare Genesis 14:6; Isaiah 21:11); but here the country
is personified and becomes the mythical ancestor of the tribes inhabiting it.
(3) Son of Zibeon, “This is Anah who found the hot springs in the wilderness” (compare Genesis 36:24 = 1 Chronicles
1:40,41)
The descent of Anah is thus represented in the three ways pointed out above as the text stands. If, however, we accept
the reading {son}, for {daughter}, in the first case, Aholibamah will then be an unnamed daughter of the Anah of
Genesis 36:24, not the Aholibamah, daughter of Anah of 36:25 (for the Anah of this verse is evidently the one of

matriarchal tradition of the Canaanite Hivites (lit. men of Eve; i.e. the woman’s seed) from which
the Kenite Nethinim (i.e. “Temple Servants”) would descend. Also, the name newly given for the
daughter of Elon the Hittite – Adah – is that of the Kenite Lamech’s wife who bore Jabal & Jubal.
Like “Naamah,” “Rahab” and “Tamar,” this Kenitess family name makes its reappearance;71
however, particular consideration must be given to the only personal name listed among Esau’s
wives to make a sole appearance in the Hebrew Bible – Judith:

הוּדית
ִ ְ{ יYehudiyth}

הוּדית
ִ ְ{ יYehudiyth}

“Judith”

“Judahite <or> Jews’ [language]” / “Jewish”

The same as הוּדית
ִ ְ{ יYehudiyth}; Feminine of הוּדי
ִ ְ{ יYehudiy}; the Jewish (used adverbially)
Jewess; Jehudith, a Canaanitess. language.

הוּדי
ִ ְ{ יYehudiy}

{ יְ הוּדָ הYehudah}

“Judahite”/“Jew” / “man of Judah”

“Judah”

Patronymic from { יְ הוּדָ הYehudah}; a Jehudite
(that is, Judaite or Jew), or descendant of
Jehudah (that is, Judah).

… celebrated; Jehudah (or Judah), the name
of five Israelites; also of the tribe descended
from the first, and of its territory.72

Etymologically tracing this daughter of Heth proves most mysterious and revealing, as “Judith” is
the feminine form of “Judahite” (later used also of the Hebrew language), and “Judahite” is a
patronymic of “Judah.” In other words, just as “Judahite” (Heb. Yehudi) is the patrilineal form of
Judah, “Judith” (Heb. Yehudith) is the matrilineal form of Judah – that is, “Judahitess” (or
“Jewess,” by informal contraction). The implications are far-reaching as it may well be asked:
why does a Canaanitess literally named “Woman of Judah” appear in a story whose general
timeline has not yet related a nativity for the Patriarch Judah? More simply stated: how can a
“Judahitess” exist one generation before the birth of “Judah?”

36:20, not the Anah of 36:24). Another view is that the words, “the daughter of Zibeon,” are a gloss, inserted by one
who mistakenly identified the Anah of 36:25 with the Anah of 36:24; in this event, Aholibamah, the daughter of Anah,
will be the one mentioned in 36:25.
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Note the recurring family names characteristic of the Kenite Yahwist and Yahwist-inspired text: not only is
“Naamah” a Canaanite city of Judah (Joshua 15:41), the Kenite sister of Tubal-Cain, Naamah, reappears as the only
wife of Solomon to be listed by name; the Kenite matriarch of Jericho (i.e. “City of Tamarim”), Rahab, reappears as
Solomon’s wife Naamah’s son Rehoboam (lit. “People of Rahab”); the daughter-in-law of Judah, Tamar, similarly
reflects the cohabitation of the Judahites with the Kenites from Jericho. Thus the underlying matriarchal tradition of
Yahweh-Cain, the Woman’s Seed is represented in Judah, as even the names “Jehovah” { יהוהYahweh} & “Eve” חַ וָּה
{Chavvah} reflect “Judahite” הוּדי
ִ ְ{ יYehudi} & “Hivite” { חִ וִּ יChivvi}. Indeed, it has been demonstrated how the Kenite
Yahwist author associatively likens both Judah and Cain to Yahweh in their respective nativities: “This time I will
praise Yahweh” (Genesis 29:35) & “I have gotten a man: Yahweh” (Genesis 4:1).
72
Strong, James, [Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible; 1890] The New Strong’s Exhaustive
Concordance: With Main Concordance, Appendix to the Main Concordance, Hebrew and Aramaic Dictionary of the
Old Testament, Greek Dictionary of the New Testament, Hebrew entries for “Judith” #3067 & “Jews’ language” #3066
& “Jew” #3064 & Judah #3063 (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1995).

The answer may be equally simple: just as Judith (here in Priestly records) is a Canaanitess, Judah
(in the Northern Elohist and Book of Judges) was originally not counted among the tribes of Israel.
It was the Kenite-Yahwist scribe who, while favoring Esau over Jacob, retroactively contrived the
character of Judah to be one of Jacob’s Aramean sons (i.e. a Syro-Israelite). Understanding that
such early characterizations – like Cain & Judah – have been largely composed by the pre-existing,
Canaanite people they represent finally allows for a more complete (i.e. unadulterated) picture of
JEP. Once discerned beneath the stories of stories, history will reveal the national connection
between these related peoples to the south of Jacob-Israel – namely, Cain, Judah and Esau-Edom.
Thus after careful comparative study of both text and author, it becomes markedly deserving of
reflection: just as the Yahwist mythologically fashioned “Father Cain” after the Kenite Jews of
Esau-Edom, the antithetical twin “Abel the Vain” was their wishful epitaph for Jacob-Israel of
Aram. Indeed, the self-styled “daughters of Adam” literarily reemerge in and of these strange
wives of “Edom”, inciting vengeful lust for a usurped heel of Yahweh-Judah (from South Edom)
to finally crush the religious and political head of El-Israel (to North Aram).
CONCLUSION: THE AARONITE COMPROMISE
In our previous investigations of the Elohist and Yahwist documents, a sizable amount of Priestlyrelated textual tradition was necessarily already addressed. Now, after a more extended
introductory study of this alternate Aaronite document, we have witnessed another completion in
the literary cycle of dependence-and-reversal so prevalent in the Tetrateuch. Indeed, just as major
themes introduced by Israelite E were undermined by a responsive J text in the Judeo-Israelite
redaction of JE, much of the revisionist commentary left by P forced further reinterpretation of the
Judahized pseudo-tradition in the formation of JEP. Thus, E was compromised to make room for
J (creating JE); moreover, J&E were compromised to make room for P (creating JEP). As even
the authorial intent of favored texts became obscured in the ancient editorial processes of
compiling source traditions, only through deductive identification and separation by authorship
does a satisfactory understanding of the more recent P in JEP (or dominant J in JE) become
possible:
Conveniently bridging all three synopsized sources, the deduced literary cycle of Isaac reveals:
1. in E – a “laughable” bastard/adulterous (i.e. foreign) son Isaac dies in his youth…
2. compromised by the redactor of JE, because – in J – a “supplanting” or “heel-grasping”
son Jacob deceives an old man Isaac out of the patriarchal blessing intended for Esau…
3. compromised by the redactor of JEP, because – in P – an obedient son Jacob receives the
patriarchal blessing from Isaac on account of Esau grievously taking Canaanite wives

So the evolving triple tradition of Isaac plays out, as each subsequent layer of redaction modifies
the received literary tradition it depended on. It is especially important to note that even in the
Priestly alternative’s effort to rescue the Israelite Patriarch Jacob from usual Kenite-Yahwist
projections of moral and cultural ambiguity, the Aaronite author still heavily relied on the preexisting source tradition of JE. Thus, a now redeemed Priestly Jacob is nevertheless still Isaac’s
son (with Judah, Simeon and Levi perennially remembered as Jacob’s sons), as the intent of the
original Elohist source went unrestored – buried under millennia-old compromising revisions.
Revealing similar attempts at restoring dignity to Israel’s muddled heritage and tradition amidst
an increasingly Judeo-Israelite society, two other examples of Priestly tradition in Genesis were
examined. Both without comparable E versions, the fundamental thematic reversal from Kenite J
to Aaronite P was again dramatized in the world-renowned Biblical accounts of Creation & Flood:
In the original Yahwist Creation Myth (& generational aftermath):
• Yahweh forms a man Adam from the dust of the ground.
• The Serpent (introducing “Elohim”) impregnates the man’s woman Eve, causing Yahweh’s
humble earthlings to undesirably “become like Elohim…knowing good and evil.”
• Yahweh is displeased, issuing curses, and multiplying Eve’s conception; consequently,
Cain (equated with Yahweh) is born, followed by a twin brother Abel.
• Cain (the Woman’s “Gotten” seed) kills Abel (the Serpent’s “Vain” seed); consequently,
Cain receives the protective namesake oath of Yahweh and fathers the Yahwistic Kenites.
In the responsive Priestly Creation Myth (& generational aftermath):
• Elohim creates Adam in his own image and likeness.
[Adam does not undesirably become like Elohim; he is inherently like Elohim.]
• Elohim blesses his God-like Adamkind (“male and female”) with procreative instruction.
• All creation coming into existence “after their own kind” is considered “very good.”
[Adamkind are not summarily cursed; knowledge of good procreation is a blessing.]
• Adam fathers Seth in his own image and likeness, who fathers the Elohistic Sethites.
(Reversed in the subtle redaction of JEP, a newly “Appointed” Seth is Abel’s explicit replacement
as “another seed” of the Woman, after which Cain was generally interpreted as the Serpent’s seed.)
In the original Yahwist Flood Myth (& generational aftermath):
• Yahweh favors an outsider (non-Kenite), Noah, one of the Elohistic “sons of Elohim.”

•
•

Noah’s family is maritally related to a Kenitess, Naamah, one of the “daughters of Adam.”
This scene of mixed marriage is how the sons of Elohim become Nephilim (Fallen Ones)
and a matriarchal race of Cain survives the Flood to become Nethinim (Given Ones).

In the responsive Priestly Flood Myth (& generational aftermath):
• Noah (now a son of Adam) “walked with Elohim,” being “perfect in his generations.”
[Noah does not find favor through mixing seed-lines; he is inherently unadulterated.]
• Noah’s family are selectively saved from the Flood (with no mention of the Kenites).
• “All flesh” which “had corrupted their way on the earth … perished.”
[Noah’s family are not fallen; maintaining generational incorruption is salvation.]
(Reversed in the subtle redaction of JEP, the significance of Kenite “daughters of Adam” is lost,
after which Noah was generally interpreted as the pure seed of Adam, a Sethite distinct from Cain.)
Nevertheless, as with the Judahizing emendations to E, another pattern has been distinguished in
the Priestly alternatives to JE. The collective story, now structured within an orderly genealogical
framework and annotated with social commentary on generational integrity, highlights an ancient
patriarchy culminating with none other than the Aaronite Priesthood.73 Yet hidden in plain sight
amidst this emergent general interpretation of the Bible persists an ancient matriarchy culminating
with the very people whose presence inspired the responsive Priestly concern for racial purity in
the first place. Still threatening the growing power of a post-Monarchical priesthood, a postBabylonian Canaanite influx renewed passions to preserve a sense of Israelite identity:
The princes approached me {Ezra the priest}, saying, “The people of Israel and the priests and the Levites have
not separated themselves from the peoples of the lands, according to their abominations, of the Canaanites, the
Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians and the Amorites. For they have
taken some of their daughters for themselves and for their sons, so that the holy seed has intermingled with the
peoples of the lands; indeed, the hands of the princes and the rulers have been foremost in this unfaithfulness.”
…
Now while Ezra was praying and making confession, weeping and prostrating himself before the house of Elohim, a
very large assembly, men, women and children, gathered to him from Israel; for the people wept bitterly. … “We
have been unfaithful to our Elohim and have given dwelling to {i.e. “married”} foreign women from the peoples
of the land; yet now there is hope for Israel in spite of this. So now let us make a covenant with our Elohim to put
away all the wives and that which is born of them, according to the counsel of the Lord {Heb. Adonai} and of those
who tremble at the commandment of our Elohim; and let it be done according to the law.” … Ezra the priest stood
up and said to them, “You have been unfaithful and have married foreign wives adding to the guilt of Israel.”74

73

Characteristic of the Aaronite Priestly text, the sprawling genealogical records notably spanning from Seth the son
of Adam to Noah (Genesis 5:1-32; 7:6; 9:28,29), then Shem the son of Noah to Abram (Genesis 11:10b-26,32a),
come to fruition with a Judeo-Israelite accounting of the sons of Israel (Exodus 6:14-25). According to order of birth,
Reuben & the Reubenites are listed first, then Simeon and the Simeonites, then Levi and the Levites, from which come
Aaron the high priest and the Priestly Aaronites. The fourth son, Judah (along with the expected genealogy), goes
altogether unrecorded!
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From Ezra 9:1,2; 10:1-3,10

(Compare Nehemiah 9:2,3 & 10:28-30 in context of Nehemiah 9,10.)

In these last two chapters of Ezra, the exiles returned from Babylon – especially their upper-class
princely & priestly leaders – have been found “guilty“ of “unfaithfulness” having “intermingled”
the “holy seed” by marrying the foreign women of Canaan. Chiefly listed in this offence are “the
sons of the priests,” then “of Levites,” “of the singers” and the rest “of Israel.” Note that those
listed with foreign wives and adulterous children do not include the large contingent of Temple
Servants (i.e. “Nethinim”) who were also matriarchal Canaanites (namely, Hivites), nor the
variously Canaanite “sons of Solomon’s servants,” nor those who could not provide “evidence of
their father’s households.”75 Thus, this scene of divorce from strange women and their mixed
offspring was hardly a national expulsion, as foreign cohabitation in the land remained common.
A second witness to such separatist sentiment in response to intermarriage is found in Nehemiah:
On that day they read aloud from the book of Moses in the hearing of the people; and there was found written in it
that no Ammonite or Moabite should ever enter the assembly of Elohim… So when they heard the law, they excluded
all foreigners from Israel.
…
In those days I {Nehemiah} also saw that the Jews had given dwelling to {i.e. “married”} women from Ashdod,
Ammon [and] Moab. As for their children, half spoke in the language of Ashdod, and none of them was able to speak
the language of Judah… So I … made them swear by Elohim, “You shall not give your daughters to their sons,
nor take of their daughters for your sons or for yourselves... Is it reported that you have committed all this great
evil by acting unfaithfully against our Elohim by giving dwelling to {i.e. “marrying”} foreign women?”76

ִ ְ{ יYehudim}
In this last chapter of Nehemiah, the Babylonian exiles – simply called “Jews” הוּדים
and reminiscent of their “Celebrated” Patriarch Judah { יְ הוּדָ הYehudah} – have characteristically
yet again married Canaanite women. Equally characteristic, a surviving priestly line (with notable
Elohistic tendencies) is still threatened by “this great evil” perceived in “unfaithfully” cohabitating
with such foreigners. Upper-class “defilings … of the priesthood and the Levites” are once more
listed as “even {a grandson} of the high priest” is guilty of forbidden relations.77 As with Ezra, a
last-ditch hope for an ever-adulterous generation is found in separatist appeals to a written law
attributed to Moses. Now having spanned nearly the full breadth of Old Testament history from
pre-Egyptian Occupation to post-Babylonian Captivity, the once separate literary traditions of
Israel & Judah were recovered from Priestly syntheses. Still, much will be revealed in the legal
reforms of the non-synopsized document these late priests referred to as, “The Book of Moses.”

75

See Ezra 10:18-44 in context of Ezra 9,10.

76

From Nehemiah 13:1,3,23-25,27

77

See Nehemiah 13:28,29 in context. Note the shifting perspectives in racial and political concern, as Judeo-Israelite
society became increasingly integrated. From the late perspective of Nehemiah – who now refers to his people as “the
Jews” – the Levitical priesthood was defiled not by Canaanite admixture, but specifically because “one of the sons of
Joiada, the son of Eliashib the high priest, was a son-in-law of Sanballat the Horonite.” Sanballat was a Samaritan
leader – i.e. not a “Jew” – representing and from what had been the people and territory of rival North Israel.)
(For further examples, compare Ezra 2:61,62 & Nehemiah 6:17,18 in context.)

